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GLOBAL WARNING
Many long years ago a College lecturer paused in mid-
sentence and cast his glare in my direction. I thought I was 
well hidden, high up in the second-to-back row of the lecture 
theatre, but then he said, ‘Sometimes I sits and thinks, and 
sometimes I just sits.’ 

I stole glances to left and right and, as furtively as I could, 
behind me. Everyone else seemed to be paying attention to 
his lecture. I was left in no doubt, of the one hundred or more 
people seated spell-bound before him on that occasion, he 
had me singled out as the one who was just ‘sitting’.

Well, the characteristic remains part of his persona and it 
does have its merits. But this morning, I was sitting AND 
thinking. Thinking about six billion people in the world 
who are supposed to be washing their hands for 20 seconds, 
maybe five times a day. That’s 30 billion daily hand washes. 
(There are nearly eight billion people in the world actually 
but I’m allowing that a quarter of them are non-conforming.)

That’s a lot of good quality water going down the drain 
each day. At that rate, how long will it take for the world’s 
water supply to run out? Long before the globe gets much 
warmer, I suspect.

But there is a boy somewhere in Africa who may already 
be aware of this looming crisis. He has been seen on 
Facebook, washing himself in the warm (solar-heated) urine 
stream coming from his house cow. Face, hair, hands and 
upper body. He does it with such confidence and aplomb 
that it is clearly a daily ritual to be enjoyed.

Where am I going with this? Well, maybe those who 
would rid the world of its animal population and feed us 
with ‘artificial meat’ instead of good old beef, mutton or 
lamb need to ‘sit and think’ about their global strategy. 
The ruminant, especially, may be able to deliver additional 
benefits that more affluent nations have not yet recognised. 

We just need to save enough of that fresh, hand-washing 
water from going down the drain so all the cows of the world 
can continue turning it into liquids of equal importance – 
milk with its body-sustaining calcium and protein, and urine 
with its obvious body-cleansing properties. (Hmmm, is he 
showing signs of cabin fever? Is it better that he just ‘sits’ 
without thinking while under lockdown?)

Keep well and with luck, we’ll have another magazine to 
read in November.
Ka kite ano
Des Williams (editor)

Photo Credits:
Amiria Hokianga p58; Bernie Walker collection p19, 20, 56; 
Brendon Potae p32, 60; British Wool p16; Eldred Johnstone 
p23; Elite Industry Training p18, 32; Emily Fleur p7; Emma 
Kendrick p28; Facebook p23; Jim Keenan p48; John Sullivan 
p9 (top); Laura Hancock p57; Manawatu RFU p12; Marg Forde 
p5, 38 (Ruakura), 59; Mark Barrowcliffe p30; Nile Poihipi cover; 
Randy Helms p55; Roger Leslie p11; Ross Ancell p53; 54; Sandy 
White p18. All others LSP Ltd/Shearing magazine. 
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Classer Grader Registration news: 
In consultation with the previous and current Registrar, NZ 
Wool Classers Association has recently updated, streamlined 
and fully documented the classer and grader registration and 
registration update process. Full details can now be found in 
this link:
https://woolclassers.org.nz/members-area/membership-
information/
Summary for Classers and Graders wanting to upgrade 
their registration prefix: 
•  Your shed management inspection and first wool classing/
grading report now can be done by one visit from an authorised 
Inspector, usually the wool growers broker rep. The form for 
this is on our website https://woolclassers.org.nz/report-
forms/ and the Classer or Grader needs to make sure the 
Inspector has a copy of this.
•  It is the responsibility of the Classer or Grader to request 
the shed management inspection and wool report directly 
with the wool broker rep, prior to shearing. The form for this 
can be found on our website here https://woolclassers.org.
nz/report-forms/ 
•  For upgrading, Classers then need to have two further clips 
per breed passed and Graders one further clip per breed. To 
do this Classers and Graders need to provide the relevant clip’s 
test results AND a copy of the clip’s wool bale specifications 
to the NZWCA Registrar by email reg@woolclassers.org.nz 
or by post to c/- 67 Jacks Drive, West Melton 7618.

Women need not apply! (Historical)
Waikato Times, 13 July 1968
A register of wool classers has been established by the Wool 
Handling Committee of the Department of Agriculture and 
the Wool Board in an effort to upgrade the classification of 
wool being offered for export.

Announcing the establishment of the register, the general 
manager of the Wool Board, Mr JD Fraser, said the scheme 

aimed at having only qualified classers grade wool in farmers’ 
wool sheds. ‘While protecting the qualified classer whose 
livelihood may be threatened by the actions of the incompetent, 
the scheme also provides woolgrowers with a method of 
checking on the ability of the men who are responsible for 
presenting their wool for sale,’ said Mr. Fraser. The scheme, 
which does not make it compulsory to be on the register, is 
modeled on similar projects in South Africa and Australia.

The Wool Handling Committee is responsible for setting 
standards and establishing the qualifications of shed classers 
who wish to register. It will approve registrations after 
considering reports from the department, the Wool Brokers 
Association and the Wool Commission.

The department is to carry out the inspection of shed 
management, the wool brokers will advise the Commission 
on the presentation of entire clips including binned wool as 
classed by registered men, or those seeking registration, and 
the commission will inspect the clips.
Qualifications
The board will keep the register and issue to approved classers 
a stencil brand for use on bales. The qualifications required 
are any one of the following:
• A diploma of wool classing from Massey University and 

two seasons classing experience in New Zealand.
• A certificate from Lincoln college and three seasons 

experience.
• Six seasons experience in New Zealand.
• A diploma or certificate, in wool classing from an 

overseas country and adequate classing experience in 
New Zealand.

These provisions make it possible for the man who has had 
no formal training, but has the experience, to be on the register 
just as a man with lesser experience but who has received 
instruction at Massey or Lincoln, is also eligible. 

The Commission is required to report on three separate 
clips of not less than 50 bales each classed by the applicant. 
Each clip must include the main lots of ewe fleece, lambs and 
hogget wools, pieces, bellies and so on.
A Stencil
Once the applicant has been passed, he will receive a stencil 
consisting of the stylized Kiwi, created by the New Zealand 
Manufacturers’ Association, bearing a registered number and 
a code letter indicating the classer’s proficiency in classing 
various wools whether they be crossbred, half bred – corriedale 
and merino – or any combination of these.

The stencil on the outside of bales will enable buyers to tell at 
a glance whether or not a particular bale has been classed by a 
registered man, while the classer’s number and registered code 
will also appear against the clip in the broker’s sale catalogue. 

The committee and the board believe the register will help 
upgrade the prestige of wool classing, while making a practical 
contribution toward higher classing standards.Above: Diane Chilcott, classing at Ngamatea, March 2017.
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By Marg Forde
Pam Liverton, registration/stencil number A246, retired from 
her pioneering wool classing career 12 years ago but such is 
her passion for the craft and life of classing that she can’t quite 
bring herself to stop paying her membership when the invoice 
arrives each year from the NZ Wool Classers Association.

‘I’m so proud of my stencil, I always have been, always will 
be,’ says Pam, whose number makes her the longest-standing 
woman ‘A’ stencil holder, according to NZWCA records. 

There are only five current NZWCA members with 
registration numbers lower than Pams, and they’re all men. 
‘When I started classing there was no stencil, then not long 
after they brought in the numbers,’ she says.

The North Island daughter of a long-established Romney 
farming family at Tiraumea still vividly remembers her 
introduction to merino wool in the early 1970s, when 
she ventured to Central Otago to woolhandle for Murray 
McSkimming and Vic Harrex. She’d spent the previous five 
years travelling and working; Australia, the UK, Spain, and 
places between. However, as soon as she worked with the 
Central Otago merino wool, ‘everything changed’. ‘I fell in love 
with merino, I remember just thinking, this is it!’ says Pam.

But becoming a wool classer was no smooth path. She recalls 
1975, early days of her Diploma in Wool Technology study 
at Massey University. Her intake had seven ‘girls’, more than 
traditional ex-Bradford (England centre of wool trade) lecturer 
and Head of Wool Lex Meek had ever seen ‘or obviously 
wanted to see’. 

‘He looked over his glasses down at us and said, “You know 
there is no place in the wool industry for women.” I thought 
differently and went on to prove him wrong.’

Pam (73) lives in Masterton these days but at her busiest in 
the 1980s and early 90s she classed mainly around Central 
Otago, working solidly from mid-June through until the end 
of October with both machine and blade gangs. Many of the 

properties now have, she notes, ‘grapevines in place of sheep’. 
In the off-season she would head to the Gisborne and Taupō 
areas where they were still classing crossbred hoggets.

Pam was taught the basics of wool preparation growing up 
on her family property, ‘Pakowai Farm’; her brother Robert 
is fourth generation on the place now. ‘When I was a child I 
always found myself pulled to the woolshed at shearing time. 
The wool classer taught me how to woolhandle.’ As school 
leaving loomed it was, she says, the days when farming 
succession was a male domain, ‘but there was no way I was 
going to work in an office’. She woolhandled for a Coromandel 
contractor to make enough to get her to Australia, her first step 
in travelling the world for the next five years. 

The Massey Diploma in Wool Technology which Pam 
undertook in 1975 and 1976 had academic and practical 
components. Lectures and course work was done in blocks 
on campus and practical experience completed working in 
the industry. 

‘My friend Barb and I ended up doing our practical in 
Dunedin at the Wrightson NMA woolstore.’ (To page 6)

Pam’s passion in class of its own

or small

Dose them all MONTHLY

   
   

Above: Pam Liverton, Masterton, 45 years a woolclasser, found 
a place  for women in the man’s domain.

Above: Pam Liverton, applying her profession.
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The woolstore floor was a truly male-dominated place at 
the time, and quite the experience she says. Barb rebelled 
against the prevailing male attitudes, and the boss who liked 
a drink at work; she spoke out and got the sack, says Pam. On 
the plus side, there were all breeds of wool coming through 
the store, so Pam was able to put her head down and ‘learnt a 
lot. Actually, it was a hilarious time looking back, I loved it.’

The thoughts of previously mentioned Massey lecturer Lex 
on women in the wool industry aside, Pam says she is forever 
grateful for what she learnt from him and other lecturers as 
she worked her way to being awarded her Diploma in 1977.

‘Education at Massey was brilliant, really solid,’ says Pam, 
‘I found through all the rest of my classing, whatever fads or 
new things came along, as long as I stuck to those strong basics 
from Massey everything would be okay. 

‘The first Saxon merino clip I ever classed was somewhere 
near Alexandra. It was shorn by an Australian contractor who 
had brought a gang over and they shore with narrow gear. I 
was, as was pretty normal back then, the only woman in the 
shed. But that wasn’t something I thought about, I just loved 
that chance to class that Saxon wool.’

She enjoyed the timing of her busiest classing years which 
she explains coincided with multiple technology changes and 
merino wool becoming really valued. ‘I think I just struck it 
right, I classed for farmers who were leading the way testing 
and finding markets in Europe, things like that.’

Aside from the wool, Pam says the characters in the shearing 
sheds are what kept her there and made for very special times. 
She points out the value placed on a person’s ability to work 
hard in a team being placed so highly, regardless of who they 
are and how they live, as a great strength of the industry. 

Pam has contributed back to the industry by judging in 
competitions. ‘I was the first woman to judge woolhandling at 
the Golden Shears. There was no badge then as I recall, I was 
asked to judge in my capacity as a South Island wool classer.’

And Pam continues to contribute by faithfully paying her 
NZWCA membership fee each year, supporting our industry 
and keeping her cherished ‘A246’ current. Thanks Pam!
(Reprinted with permission from the NZWCA Newsletter,  
May 2021.)

* * * * * * 

Acyrologia (love this!): An incorrect use of words – 
particulately replacing one word with another word that sounds 
similar but has a diffident meaning – possibly fuelled by a 
deep-seeded desire to sound more educated, witch results in an 
attempt to pawn off an incorrect word in place of a correct one. 

In academia, such flaunting of common social morays is seen 
as almost sorted and might result in the offender becoming a 
piranha, in the Monday world, after all is set and done, such 
a miner era will often leave normal people unphased. This is 
just as well sense people of that elk are unlikely to tow the line 
irregardless of any attempt to better educate them. 

A small percentage, however, suffer from severe 
acyrologiaphobia, and it is their upmost desire to see English 
used properly. Exposure may cause them symptoms that 
may resemble post-dramatic stress disorder and, eventually, 
descend into whole-scale outrage as they go star-craving mad. 

Eventually, they will succumb to the stings and arrows of 
such a barrage, and suffer a complete metal breakdown, leaving 
them curled up in the feeble position. 

(Borrowed from Facebook)

Stuart Connor gets his record
By Tom Harding
After an unsuccessful attempt at the world 9-hour lamb 
shearing record two years ago, for Stuart Connor it was 
second-time-lucky when the Englishman had another crack 
at the title on 28th July.

A change of location saw the attempt take place at the 
property of Matt and Pippa Smith in Cornwall, in a woolshed 
that had recently been built on the farm, where Matt now 
provides shearer training.

The first run saw Stuart level-pegging with the previous 
record holder Ivan Scott at 193 lambs in two hours.  If Ivan 
likened the toughness of the record to ‘climbing a mountain’, 
then the summit must have seemed even higher for Stuart 
when he fell two sheep behind on the second run.  However, 
he steadily pulled back run by run and ended up breaking the 
record by five lambs, setting a new 9-hour lamb record of 872.

Stuart and Kira lost their little girl, Grace, to mitochondrial 
disease in 2018, and anyone present at the 2019 record attempt 
will remember the raw emotion.

Speaking on BBC Radio 4’s Farming Today, Stuart 
explained that he shore with too much aggression last time 
because of it, and this time he knew he had to force himself 
to block out the thought of Grace for the nine hours that he 
had to perform on that board.

‘It’s been harder than last time,’ he said in his speech after 
the record, painfully fighting back the tears.  ‘I couldn’t have 
emotion.  She’s been here with me all day, but I couldn’t think 
about her until now.’

Stuart also spoke emotionally about his friend and mentor, 
Northland shearer Rowland Smith. (To page 7)

ACE SHEARING GEAR 
FOR QUALITY & SERVICE YOU CAN TRUST 

 
 
Insist on ACE    
FLAT COMBS  
COVER COMBS 
& CUTTERS  
at your  
local farm shops  
 
Or order now from 
Leon 0275914361  
Email: info@acequip.co.nz 
Website: aceshearing.co.nz 

 KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK & KEEP SAFE 

Keep safe! We are an essential supplier with 
Door to door contactless service. 
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‘Roly,’ he said, pausing as if to emphasise the respect he 
held for him. ‘Without the little chat I had to Roly yesterday 
lunchtime I wouldn’t have done this. He put some belief in my 
head, and when that man says you can do it, you know you 
can do it – because he’s honest – very bloody honest.  It hurts 
when he’s so honest sometimes.’

Acknowledging that the record couldn’t be exactly how 
he would have planned it on the day due to Covid travel 
restrictions – the New Zealand judge had to work through 
the southern hemisphere night to officiate via internet video 
link – Stuart lamented the many people who he would have 
liked to have been there, including his gear man Antz Bryant.

Leaving nothing to chance this time, Stuart had been getting 
up at 4.30am to do gym sessions before going to work shearing 
as part of his gruelling fitness training regime.  With Matt 
Smith’s help, he also worked on perfecting his lamb pattern; 
as he said, when you’re shearing at that kind of pace all day 
you just can’t make mistakes.

Speaking at the very end of the presentations, Welsh judge 
Martyn David had a little surprise for Stuart – Matt and Kira 
had secretly arranged an application for the British Isles 9-hour 
lamb record too – so Stuart received a second award that day, 
having beaten his own British record by some 87 lambs!

Forde Shearing Ltd 
Southland

Staff required for new season.
For all enquiries please phone 

Darin or Julie
03 235 8853 or 0272 297 760

d.j.forde@icloud.com

Above: Stuart Connor’s run-by-run progress to a new nine-
hour lamb shearing world record on 28 July 2021. All square 
with Ivan Scott’s existing mark at lunch time, Stuart finished 
stronger than any of the four previous record holders in the 
two runs after lunch by adding five to Scott’s tally. Opposite: 
Emily Fleur’s images from the record-setting day. For the 
second time in recent history, one judge (Paul Harris in New 
Zealand) officiated via internet live-stream.
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Georgie back among old mates
By Des Williams
Georgie Rangihaeata has many entertaining stories about 
growing up in coastal Taranaki, progressing to big city life 
in Wellington and then across the sea to Australia. It’s a road 
WELL travelled in more than one sense of the word.

After primary schooling at Kakaramea, Georgie moved 
down the road a few kilometres to Patea High School, where 
she had her heart set on studies that would lead to a career 
in architecture. Her two brothers were architects and she had 
both a fondness for drawing and some talent in the art and that 
pointed the way to early career aspirations.

Unfortunately, Patea wasn’t really equipped to further her 
interests in that regard so she enrolled at Hawera High School. 
Patea had been fine for the first term: ‘Then for the second 
term they decided girls would not be allowed to continue – we 
had to learn how to cook, instead! I hated that, I didn’t want 
to be a cook and so I rebelled! I received no support from the 
teachers. I decided I was out of there, and I headed for the 
bright lights of Capital City!’

She was able to stay with her sister at Porirua – her brother-
in-law had connections, being a union rep on the wharf. ‘Not 
that I had much idea about what that meant, but I started 
meeting a wide range of people and soon I scored a job with 
the Public Service Association (PSA), as a clerk.

‘I moved further into the city and stayed with another 
brother. Luckily, I was able to type and that’s what got me 
through the door on that job. I made friends with another young 
clerk there and found the work very interesting. Many of the 
people in the office were of British background.

‘After about two months it became my job to deliver PSA 
press releases around the city – to all the movers and shakers, 
government departments and to Parliament Buildings. I made 
contacts with all the media people in those places and got to 
know the back entrances to the Broadcasting Corporation, 
Civil Defence, all sorts of places. I was still only 16-years-of 
age and my eyes were opening wider every day!’

Georgie noted that just about everyone in the office would 
receive some sort of promotion after about 12 months or less. 
She had made some really good mates but somehow wasn’t 
getting a higher grade herself. When a girl from England 
got promoted ahead of her after just three months on the job, 
Georgie asked why she had missed out and was told she didn’t 
yet have enough experience!

‘So then my cousin said, “Let’s hit the road and get out of 
here!” Somewhere up near Mangaweka we got picked up by 
someone who turned out to be a cousin, though we didn’t know 
it at the time. Her husband was working for Ray Alabaster at 
Taihape and we got dropped off there. We were looking for 
work and Ray said he had vacancies for woolhandlers. We 
didn’t have a clue what that meant but he said we had the jobs 
anyway!

‘Libby Alabaster took us shopping and sorted us out with 
everything we needed and we were into it. The job was so 
good, the farmers we worked for were great, the people in the 
gangs amazing and it was all old school, work hard every day 
and fun around the quarters at night.

‘At some point a cousin came home from Western Australia, 
visited my whanau at Patea and Dad told him I was working in 
the sheds. He said to let me know if I wanted to come to WA 

and work in the industry over there. ‘In 1979 I had a wedding 
to go to in Canberra and after attending that I slowly made 
my way across to Perth. I found things different over there – 
food like spaghetti bolognaise, a change from mutton chops.’

And that was not the only difference. Georgie walked into 
what she describes as the hornet’s nest, aka the wide comb 
dispute. We don’t dwell on the experience – ‘fast forward past 
all that union stupidity,’ she says.

These days based at Dubbo, where she is involved in a 
variety of roles including security and shearing industry 
training, Georgie is a regular, if not frequent ‘returnee’ to 
her homeland. She whakapapa’s back to Ngati Toa chief Te 
Rangihaeata who, with Te Raparaha and Nohorua, sold Mana 
Island (New Zealand’s first sizeable sheep farm) to John Bell 
and partners in 1832.

‘Being home for the world championships at Invercargill 
was fantastic, in that great venue, our industry profile was 
promoted in the best possible way. They need a building like 
the Invercargill set up in the North Island!’

Georgie’s most recent trip back to New Zealand [we 
interviewed her at the New Zealand championships, Te Kuiti, 
in April] was not quite so straight forward as the coming and 
going in 2017 had been, however.

‘Coming in under Covid-19 restrictions was a real headache, 
to say the least. I needed to come home and visit my sick sister, 
but I couldn’t buy an air ticket until I had two weeks isolation 
accommodation sorted. I managed to come over just before 
Christmas but was locked away over New Year in a motel in 
Hamilton, with passengers from four different flights – Sydney, 
Brisbane, Dubai and Singapore. 

‘After 10 days I was ‘over’ the isolation experience, despite 
having such luxuries as a large carpark where we could 
exercise for one hour each day, and a small lawn under a shade 
tree where you could book in to enjoy lying on the grass for 
a short time!’

‘But then, you get here to the New Zealand champs and 
meet up with old friends you’ve known for many years – like 
Libby Alabaster, who got the teen-aged me started off all those 
years ago – and suddenly, all that Covid drama just pales into 
insignificance.’

Above: Georgie Rangihaeata and Libby Alabaster, catching 
up on old times at the New Zealand championships in April.
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Then and now. Top: John Allan and John Hutchinson, 
Australian champions, photographed in 1973. Above: The 
two Johns at Golden Shears, Masterton 2010, for the 50th 
anniversary shears. John Allan won the inaugural Golden 
Shears intermediate title in 1961.

JEFF DORSET 
SHEARING

ROTORUA
TO OUR CLIENTS WE OFFER

• Drug-free gangs
• H&S Policy systems in place
• Proven shearing and woolhandling services

TO OUR EMPLOYEES WE OFFER
• A drug-free environment
• (Mandatory testing by NZTDDA)
• Above NZSCA recommended rates
• Accommodation, food, transport, emeries – all 

provided at no expense

Jeff – 027 492 0758
Office – 021 414 914 jeffdorset@xtra.co.nz 

We support all that is best in shearing

Tararua Shearing Ltd
Shearers and shedhands wanted. 

Must have good work ethics 
and be reliable.

Accommodation, meals and 
transport provided.

Work from mid-November to 
end of March.

Phone Lionel or Stephanie
Home 06 376 7877
Work 06 375 8488
Cell 027 440 7021

stephanietisdall@xtra.co.nz
Member NZ Shearing Contractors’ Association

Campaign for Wool NZ releases a new strategy 
to grow consumer demand (August 2021). 
It has been a busy six months for The Campaign for Wool NZ 
while we developed a strategy to be implemented over the next 
12 to 18 months.  

We are delighted to share this strategy with you and invite 
you to join us on the journey as we endeavour to bring wool 
back to the strong economic pillar it once was in New Zealand.

There’s no silver bullet, but we believe that implementing 
this strategy will deliver immediate traction to grow consumer 
demand for wool - first in New Zealand, then globally.   It will 
also set us up for the transformational industry growth we 
envision over the next decade.

Read the full strategy in the link below.  Please get in touch 
with questions. We welcome your views.

Kind regards

Tom O’Sullivan
Chairman
The Campaign for Wool NZ

Read full strategy 
https://mcusercontent.com/83cf5966b2a54f9feebed4c05/
files/0eac0043-155b-f7c9-a56d-86b20860a5bd/The_Cam-
paign_for_Wool_NZ_Strategy_2021_2022e.pdf
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A good clean job
By Roger Leslie
We seem to be surrounded by a world fascinated with 
cleanliness and sanitized hands. All around us are signs 
suggesting the need of continual sanitation, at least outwardly. 
Our supermarkets are shelved up with cleaning products for 
every possible purpose, friendly to the environment of course 
but not to dirt and contamination.

I remember fondly a line from Dad’s Army when the 
bank was bombed and Private Fraser glowered from under 
his eyebrows “I got my hands all green helping you bloated 
capitalists count your filthy lucre!” 

Shearing is one of those jobs that require a close association 
with dirt, particularly the pre-lamb where the by-products of 
winter grazing accompany the sheep and wool. While having 
green thumbs might be desirable in a gardener, it’s not in a 
shearer or wool handler.  

Funnily enough, a lot of German shepherds would demand 
a ‘good clean job’ done but would make little effort to ensure 
the sheep themselves were actually clean.

Cleanliness is a much greater problem to an itinerant shearer 
who is constantly on the road. Washing one’s body, gear 
and clothes is a daily hassle that requires planning and the 
acceptance that one or all of these goals might not be achieved. 
During my 30 odd years shearing in Europe a few memorable 
such occasions come to mind, where things didn’t ‘come out 
in the wash’. Firstly most of the sheep we shore didn’t get 
‘cleaned up’ and were often endowed with a full load of dags 
and many had long tails. If they were shorn in a pen outside, 
and mostly they were, the ground under-foot soon became 
a quagmire, and this mud was transferred effectively from 
hoof to shearer. There was just no getting away from it. This 
was problem enough if washing facilities were handy, but the 
wander shepherds were travellers too and had enough trouble 
keeping themselves clean without worrying about a carload of 
shearers that looked and smelled like swamp dwellers. 

One such shepherd, ironically called Herr Groen (Mr Green), 
had a very nice wife. The house and wife were immaculate 
and all signs of filth stopped at the door. The Herr Groen of the 
sheep pen was not the Herr Groen that sat at the dinner table. 
I was never sure what had attracted them to each other in the 
first place but they had long since made it work. He warned 
us that his wife was ‘a bit nervous’ about dirt and not to take 
our dirty clothes or footwear into the house. 

He had a small lobby where he transformed himself each 
day from Mr Green into Mr Clean. I asked him where we 
could wash our clothes and he waved a care free hand in the 
direction of his wife and said, ‘She will do it!’ and added as 
an afterthought, ‘She doesn’t mind, she does my stuff every 
day!’ But when she saw our pile of filth laden togs, she recoiled 
as if she’s seen a cobra, and armed herself with a large set of 
wooden tongs before approaching again. 

She was made of stern stuff and in the morning, the clothes 
were not only clean and warm, but neatly folded. They may 
have even been ironed, but I’m not sure about that.

Mostly though, trying to navigate between these two worlds 
was fraught with embarrassment. We were once shearing for 
a wander shepherd who not only had no washing facilities 
himself, but had no interest in such things. He introduced 
us to a restauranteur who ran a few sheep on the side behind 
his elaborate country establishment. This wouldn’t take long 
and the sweetener was we could have a free restaurant meal 
afterwards. These few sheep turned out to be 200 which were 
fed entirely on onions – part of the surplus mountain created 
by the EU subsidy system. Each animal was liberally coated in 
a rich khaki yellow set of dags and these made the eyes water 
something fierce. It was dark when we finished and I think I 
can safely say I have never smelled as bad. 

We assumed there would be washing facilities offered before 
we joined the clientele. We assumed wrongly. 
(To page 12)

Above: Quite big, and quite dirty.

Kirkpatrick Shearing
Hawkes Bay

We’re looking for reliable shearers, woolhandlers 
and pressers for main shear mid-November to 1st 
February. Also winter shear, mid-May to mid-July.

Training will be available
Contact John Kirkpatrick or 

Raylene Kirkpatrick on 021 887 843
   kirkpatrickshearing@gmail.com
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(From page 11)
We kicked off our boots at the door and 

as we entered, a well-dressed cloak of 
silence descended on the room. 100 pairs 
of eyes fixed themselves on us from filth 
encrusted heads to slimy socks. Those 
not in line of sight shifted so they could 
join the unbelievable spectacle. When 
the warmth of the room enveloped us, 
the aroma multiplied, and we were (if 
you’ll pardon the pun) ‘incensed’. I 
don’t remember what we ordered, but it 
wouldn’t have included onions.

Perhaps the favourite occasion that 
emphasised for me ‘a good clean job’, 
happened when a large double-fleeced 
ram, the last in a long day, escaped from 
the hastily assembled enclosure and 
ran off down the road (maybe showing 
how he had come to miss the shearing 
the year before). We chased him on an 
old banger of a tractor and when he saw 
escape was futile, he closed his eyes and 
did a theatrical swan dive into a putrid 
roadside ditch. The farmer still wanted 
him ‘cleaned up’ so I persevered. As he 
pointed out, I was already filthy from 
the ditch extraction. When I finished, 
the ram was remarkably wool and mud 
free. The farmer, in that classic rural 
German, said “Ja, jetzt ganz saube!” 
(now, completely clean). I knew he 
wasn’t referring to me.

Phone: 027 862 3424

We’re looking for friendly & 
reliable people who like to take 

pride in their work. 

Our busiest times are main 
shear (late Nov to early Feb) and 
second shear (late April to early 
July), but we love to hear from 

keen people at any time.

We have positions for shearers, 
woolhandlers and woolpressers. 

Top pay rates, transport and 
food supplied. Accommodation 

available.
Call or text to book in and 

“Get Shearin’ with Kieran!” 

Shearing magazine records the passing of Manawatu shearing and rugby legend, 
Kevin Nesdale of Kimbolton on 29 June 2021, aged 89 (above images from 
Manawatu Rugby Union Facebook tribute). An account of the Nesdale brothers 
exploits has previously been published in the Golden Shears souvenir programme 
2002 and, more recently, in Don’t Forget the Sweat Towel, by Des Williams.

MAHONY SHEARING
NAPIER

TEL 06 835 9571 or 
021 423 886 (Brendan)

Email: b.j.mahony@xtra.co.nz

Permanent positions for quality 
shearers and shedhands

Member of the NZ Shearing 
Contractors’ Association

Shearing magazine acknowledges 
30 years of continuous advertising 
support from Mahony Shearing, Napier. 
Their advertisement first appeared 
in August 1991 (name spelt wrong, 
pictured opposite!) and has been with 
us ever since, thereby helping ensure 
the magazine continues to exist!
Other advertisers in that 1991 issue 
who are still with us today include 
Lister (NZ Shearing Supplies and Acto 
Agriculture), Jeff Dorset Shearing, 
Heiniger, Peter Lyon Shearing and 
Paewai Mullins Shearing.

Major stories back then included the 
Contractors’ Association negotiations 
with the Workers Union for new Award 
wages; an interview with Jenny Manttan, 
news that John Fagan had been awarded 
the MBE for services to the farming 
community; Te Kuiti gym master 
Bruce Reeves, the man behind David 
Fagan’s fitness regimes for setting new 
world records; rumblings in Australia 
about Kiwi shearers; an explanation 
of the responsibilities of shearers and 
employers in open contract sheds; news 

from Germany about a laser handpiece; 
staying onside with the Social Welfare 
Department, and results from Shearing 
Sports NZ (Tony Coster won Chertsey 
and Methven, Peter Lyon won Sefton!

mailto:b.j.mahony@xtra.co.nz
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MID/SOUTH CANTERBURY

Requires quality shearers and 
woolhandlers for permanent 
or seasonal work. Good rates 

offered, must be drug free.

Phone Tony 027 693 3010

Get with the in-crowd: 
follow Shearingmag 

on Facebook

STAY
      WEIRD

Don’t Blow Your Wrist
With main shear looming, now’s the 
time to prepare the body for those big 
tallies. Blown wrists are really common 
among shearers who hit the board hard 
after a bit of a break. Just like the All 
Blacks wouldn’t play a test without a 
pre-season or any warm-up, you need 
to make sure you’re in good nick before 
you pick up the handpiece. You can 
learn simple warm-up routines that help 
prevent blown wrists at 
www.tahingatahi.co.nz. 

Learn Your Warm-Ups 
Every year over 9,000 days are lost to 
injury in the wool sector. That’s a lot of 
pain for no gain. Tahi Ngātahi’s videos 
are designed to help everyone raise their 
game in the shed. You can learn short 
warm-up routines that help prevent 
back strains at www.tahingatahi.co.nz. 
A few extra minutes of simple stretches 
a day could save your back and boost 
your wallet. 

Visit www.tahingatahi.co.nz and sign up to show your support for this 
great industry.

For business support to make the best use of the programme, please 
contact Bronwyn Campbell at support@tahingatahi.co.nz or 0272436979 

HELP US 
ALL RAISE 
OUR GAME 
IN THE 
WOOLSHED
Tahi Ngātahi is an online platform 
that uses video clips to pass on skills 
and safety tips to farmers, shearing 
contractors and shearers.
Our aim is to:
• reduce common injuries by 

30% and prolong careers 
• build a stronger, more skilled 

workforce 

• make shearing more attractive to 
new entrants.

Tahi Ngātahi’s part of wider efforts 
to revitalise the wool industry 
and will be integrated into the 
government’s new $1.86m on-job 
training initiative Kaiaka Wool 
Industry Training NZ.

OFFICIAL PARTNERS  
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Every year New Zealand Shearing Contractors Association 
members shear 70% of the nation’s flock, employing 3,200 
workers. We give them tools that strengthen their business 
and streamline their paperwork.
Employment — industry-approved employment contract; 
recommended pay rates, Employers & Manufacturers Assoc. 
(EMA) membership; work visa application support.
Insurance — AON coverage included in NZSCA membership 
fee. Covers Public Liability, Employers & Statutory Liability, 
Punitive & Exemplary, Directors & Officers. 
Health and safety — workbook compliant with the Health 
& Safety at Work Act 2015. Access to Tahi Ngātahi online 
learning platform.

Join NZSCA

President: Mark Barrowcliffe 027 554 4433
Executive Officer: Phil Holden 027 467 1670
Secretary: Suzanne Kennedy 027 551 1500

E: contactus@nzshearing.co.nz

Find out more: www.nzshearing.co.nz

Strengthen Your Business 

Rahera Kerr - Junior champion
Rahera Kerr from Hauturu might be 
described as a late starter to the world of 
competitive woolhandling but she ended 
her first season with the New Zealand 
junior championship purple ribbon 
around her shoulders.

At 31 years-of-age, Rahera (pictured 
above) has been working in the industry 
several years but previously thought 
competitions ‘were not for her’. Now, 
she’s hooked with the camaraderie 
and excitement of it all, as well as the 
encouragement received from the likes 
of fellow competitors Azuredee (‘Az’) 
Paku and Keryn Herbert.

From a farming and shear ing 
background  – her grandfather Hika 
Kerr and her uncles were shearers and 
contractors – Rahera has been with Piopio 
contractor Mark Barrowcliffe for the past 
four years. She has also worked for Grant 
Murdoch at Kurow and has experience 
across the Tasman with Matt Bowman 
(Millicent, South Australia) and at the 
Commonwealth Hill shed (SA), working 
for Jeff Dorset.

‘I started off in October (2020) 
competing at the Poverty Bay show in 
Gisborne and I also went to the Great 
Raihania Shears at Hastings. Prior to this 
[New Zealand championship] win I also 
had first placings at Central Hawkes Bay, 
Waipukurau and at Rangitikei Shearing 
Sports, Marton.

‘So, now I’m looking forward to next 
season where I’ll be competing in the 
senior division.’

As well as her Junior success at Te 
Kuiti, Rahera also finished second to Te 
Whetu Brown of Wairoa in the North 
Island Junior Circuit final. 

Her ‘encouragers’ also enjoyed gained 
ribbons at Te Kuiti – Az Paku won the 
senior woolhandling final and Keryn 
Herbert the North Island open circuit.

Above: The New Zealand Shearing Contractors’ Association Executive Committee, 
elected at the AGM in New Plymouth in May. Back left: Warren White, Grant 
Murdoch, Shane Ratima, Brendan Mahony (inset). Middle left: Justin Ward, Suzanne 
Kennedy (secretary), Sarah Higgins. Front left: Phil Holden (CEO), Mark Barrowcliffe 
(President) and Caroline Clegg.
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Participants at the New Zealand Shearing Contractors’ Ass’n 
conference, New Plymouth, May 2021. Top left descending: 
Kara and Andrew Brown, Inglewood; Kirsty and Justin Ward, 
Waipukurau; Max and Jeremy Winders, Invercargill; Harmony, 
Rosie and Marty Smith (Spain & Smith), Invercargill. 

Top right descending: Jeanine O’Neill (Mouse O’Neill 
Shearing, Alexandra), Sarah Murray and Daniel Murray (South 
East Shearing, Lawrence); Paddy Mason and Simon Dennes 
(Shear Expertise, Masterton); Matt Watson, Zephyr Dougan 
and Rei Te Whata (Mossburn); Ferenicia and Gary Foreman 
(Foreman Shearing), Eketahuna.
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Shearer training – British Wool

The best of British, clockwise from top left: Matthew Hall, Elis 
Ifan Jones, Imogen Ogborne, Duncan McDairmid.

By Gareth Jones (British Wool)
The new British Wool Shearing Training & Development 
Programme was launched earlier this year, offering one winner 
from each UK nation the opportunity of winning 12 months of 
training as well as a Lister Shearing prize package worth £500.

The 12-month programme included a machine shearing 
course, followed by a gear course, a woolhandling course and 
concluded with a second machine shearing course. 

The development aspect gives each winner the opportunity 
to get advice from experienced British Wool shearing 
instructors and also, depending on availability and shearing 
ability, the opportunity to gain on-farm experience working 
with a shearing contractor. During the 12-month programme, 
the four UK winners will also visit British Wool’s head office 
and wool grading depot in Yorkshire as well as a scouring 
plant, to follow the wool supply chain process. 
Meet the 2021 winners: England: Imogen Ogborne from 
Devon is 19-years-old and a member of Lewdown Young 
Farmers Club. Imogen’s involvement in wool handling started 
back in October 2019 when she secured a job with a contractor 
in New Zealand. Ever since, Imogen has been passionate 
about shearing and wool handling and now seeks to improve 
her skills. 

On becoming the England winner, Imogen said: ‘I feel very 
proud to be given this opportunity by British Wool. After 
woolhandling for one season in New Zealand and now on my 
second season in the UK, I am looking for a breakthrough in 
the industry where I can further my understanding of wool 
handling but also progress my shearing abilities.

‘After being given the opportunity on several occasions to 
jump on the board and shear a few sheep myself, I entered into 
a couple of competitions out in New Zealand. To move to the 
next level, I need to improve my technique on the placement 
of blows and positioning myself around the sheep.’
Scotland: Duncan McDiarmid, aged 17 from Perthshire, is a 
member of Aberfeldy Young Farmers and lives on the family 
farm. The family shear their own sheep and now it’s Duncan’s 
turn to gain the skills required to help out. 

Duncan said: ‘I am delighted to be announced as the Scottish 
winner. It has always been important for me to go on a British 
Wool shearing course to be trained by a professional as we 

shear all of our own sheep here on the family farm.
‘Last year, I started learning with hand shears under the 

instruction of my Dad and then moved onto machine shearing. 
The training programme will really help me to improve my 
skills and provide a good foundation for the future.’
Wales: Elis Ifan Jones from North Wales was announced as 
the winner in Wales. 17-year-old Elis is studying agriculture 
at Glynllifon College and has a keen interest in keeping sheep 
with his family farming 2,000 sheep. After the announcement 
Elis said: ‘I’ve been shearing for two years and previously 
attended a British Wool beginner shearing course where I 
successfully achieved my Blue Seal award. These courses are 
extremely beneficial – there are many young shearers in North 
Wales that have benefitted in learning an important rural skill 
and provide a stepping stone for young people such as myself.   

‘My best achievement to date is shearing 160 sheep in a day, 
I’ve always wanted to better myself and improve my skills – I 
believe I am now ready to move to the next level in my shearing 
development. In future, I hope to travel to other countries 
working as a shearer and hopeful this opportunity by British 
Wool will put me on the right path in fulfilling my dream.’
Northern Ireland: Matthew Hall from Pomeroy, Co. Tyrone 
has been announced as the winner of the competition for 
Ulster Wool in Northern Ireland. Seventeen-year-old Matthew 
is currently studying at Royal School Dungannon for his 
A-levels. He lives on a sheep farm at the foothills of the Sperrin 
Mountains where his family have a flock of Blackface ewes 
alongside his own flock of pedigree Dorsets.

After being announced as the Northern Ireland winner, 
Matthew said: ‘I’m delighted to be given this opportunity 
by Ulster Wool. From a young age, I have always had a keen 
interest in shearing and enjoyed watching competitions at 
various shows. I loved helping dad put the wool into bales as 
world shearing record holder Ivan Scott clipped the sheep at 
our farm. His speed and precision was unbelievable and he is 
definitely someone young shearers look up to.

(To page 17)

If you want to settle down with good conditions and 
steady work, shearing or woolhandling, you could 
find a place in the Paewai Mullins team.  We work 
for some great people and we have some great people 
working for us.  There is always room for one more.

Phone: 06 374 4062 / Aria: 022 374 4062 
PO Box 129, Dannevirke 4942.

Email: office@paewaimullins.co.nz
Website: www.paewaimullins.co.nz
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Read Shearing magazine on line at www.lastsidepublishing.co.nz

VACANCIES AVAILABLE
FOR QUALITY SHEARERS AND 

WOOLHANDLERS
STARTING IN MAINSHEAR, 

NOVEMBER 2018
ALL ENQUIRIES TO JOE OR WIKI

VACANCIES AVAILABLE
FOR QUALITY SHEARERS AND 

WOOLHANDLERS
STARTING IN MAINSHEAR, 

NOVEMBER 2021
ALL ENQUIRIES TO JOE OR WIKI   

(From page 16)
‘Last year after the first lock down, I 

started shearing our own ewes, maybe 
not the quickest but I got them done. I 
feel I am ready to start shearing more 
sheep and feel I’d learn a great deal from 
attending the different courses on offer 
as part of this Ulster Wool programme. 
Looking to the future, over the summer 
months, I’d like to clip on a trailer 
alongside professional shearers. I think 
sheep shearing is a very rewarding and 
satisfying job.’ 

Richard Schofield, Shearing Manager, 
British & Ulster Wool congratulated 
Imogen, Duncan, Elis and Matthew 
on their achievements in winning this 
competition. 

‘The standard of entries was extremely 
high and it was clear to see the passion 
for shearing and wool by all four winners 
and in wanting to further develop their 
existing knowledge and skills.’

Above: Turning back the clock to 2004, long before Covid-19 was ever heard of! 
Tectra’s Pre-Shears course at Nga Wai Station, near Massey University. We can’t 
name them all but the instructors were Colin King, Willie Power, Bruce Walker, 
Trevor Oliver (RIP), Russell Knight and Dean Te Huia, with Dion King also there as 
guest instructor. Dion went on to finish third in the Golden Shears open, while Cam 
Ferguson (middle back row) won the Golden Shears senior title.

Click on the link below to download the 
2021-2022 (app) edition of the Shearing 
Sports New Zealand Competition 
Directory. It contains everything you 
need to know about the coming season. 
(So, bugger off Covid-19, it’s full steam 
ahead for Shearing Sports!)
https://app.shearingsports.co.nz/
Competition Summary
October 2021: 1-2, New Zealand Merino 
Shears, Alexandra. 8-9, New Zealand  
Spring Shears, Waimate; 16, Poverty 
Bay A&P, Gisborne, Ellesmere; 22, Great 
Raihania Shears, Hastings; 23, Northern 
A&P, Rangiora; 30, Wairarapa A&P, 
Ashburton A&P.
November 2021: 6, Manawatu A&P, 
Marlborough A&P, Get to the Point, 
Pleasant Point; 11-12, New Zealand 

Corriedale Championships; 13, Central 
Hawkes Bay A&P; 20, Nelson A&P, West 
Otago A&P; 27, Taranaki Shears.
December 2021: 4, Whangarei A&P.
January 2022: 8, Peninsula, Duvauchelle; 
14, Northern Southland Community 
Shears, Lumsden; 15, Kaikohe A&P, 
Wairoa A&P, Golden Bay A&P, New 
Zealand Crossbred Lamb champs, 
Winton; 22, Tapawera Shears; 23, 
Horowhenua A&P; 29, Taihape A&P; 
30, Geyserland Agrodome Shears.
February 2020: 4, Dannevirke A&P; 
5, North Kaipara A&P, Rangitikei 
Shearing Sports, Marton, Reefton Shears, 
Inangahua A&P; 6, Artia Waitangi Day 
Sports; 12, Northern Wairoa A&P, Te 
Puke A&P, Otago Shears, Balclutha; 
18-19, Southern Shears, Gore; 19, North 
Hokianga A&P, Ohura A&P, Murchison 
A&P; 20, Counties Shears, Pukekohe; 
25, Taumarunui Shears; 26, Apiti Sports, 
Kaikoura A&P; 27, Pahiatua Shears.
March 2020: 2, Wairarapa Pre-Shears, 
3-5, Golden Shears, Masterton; 5, 
Amuri A&P; 12, Kumeu A&P, Cheviot 
A&P, Mayfield A&P; 19, Warkworth 
A&P, Waimarino Shears, Methven 
Lamb Shears; 26, Waitomo Caves; 27, 
Flaxbourne A&P; 31, New Zealand 
Championships, Te Kuiti.
April 2020: 1-2, NZ Shears (cont’d); 2, 
Oxford A&P; 15-16, Royal Easter Show, 
Auckland; 18, MacKenzie Shears, Fairlie.
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Shearing Sports all go (fingers crossed)
Organisers of the New Zealand Merino Shears shearing 
and woolhandling championships are continuing with plans 
confident there will be no repeat of the cancellation which put 
an end to 60th year celebrations 12 months ago.

The Shears, which include the first round of the  PGG 
Wrightson Vetmed National Open Shearing Circuit, will 
be held in Molyneaux Stadium, Alexandra, on October 1-2, 
kicking-off a Shearing Sports New Zealand programme of 
about 60 competitions in the 2021-2022 season which ends 
at Easter next year.

An early cancellation of the 2020 championships was made 
amid the uncertainty of the Covid-19 crisis, but chairman Greg 
Stuart said there’s a determination to go ahead to still mark the 
60th anniversary this year, and 50 years since the inaugural 
circuit, which was founded as the McSkimming Memorial 
Triple Crown in 1972-1973 and is now a five-round national 
circuit best known by the brand of PGG Wrightson which has 
been the anchor sponsor for almost 20 years.

Stuart said the organising committee is ‘incredibly grateful’ 
for the loyal support of sponsors in enabling the competition to 
take place, as the only finewool competition in New Zealand. 
He added: ‘We are indebted to them all.’

More than 30 entries have already been confirmed across the 
six grades of the Merino championships – Open and Senior 
shearing and Open, Senior, Junior and Novice woolhandling.

With international competition and a traditional transtasman 
Merino contest out of the question because of the Covid-19 
crisis and border controls, the Shears will include an inter-
island Merino shearing match, while another drawcard is the 
annual contractors teams event, one of the biggest of its type 
in New Zealand.

While most of the competitors at the Merino Shears will 
already be in the Central Otago and southern regions working 
at the height of the season in which the Shears are held, 
organisers are hoping there will be a big advance entry.

Entries can be done on-line via the Facebook page NZ 
Merino Shearing Alexandra. Enquiries should be directed 
to Greg Stuart, ph 0274 364061.

Amid the current Covid-19 Alert Level 4 lockdown and 
continuing uncertainty, Stuart said the Shears would only be 
cancelled if pandemic restrictions made it impossible to hold 
the event, in which case all entry fees will be refunded.

He said the committee had positioned itself to be able to go 
as late as the last week before the Shears before making such 
decision, if it had to be made..

‘By then it would be day to day,’ he said.
The Open shearing heats will be the compulsory first round 

of the circuit, with further rounds at Waimate (crossbred 
longwool on 9 October), Christchurch (corriedale on 12 
November), Marton (lambs on 5 February), and Pahiatua 
(second-shear on 27 February), with the top 12 qualifying for 
the finals at Golden Shears in Masterton (3-5 March 2022).

An app. with appeal
Shearing Sports New Zealand has decided to publish the annual 
directory on-line only via the website and the Shearing Sports 
New Zealand app.

Chairman Sir David Fagan said the decision to use an app. for 
the first time last summer was both a move with the times and 
a practical option given changes which would need to be made 
if there were cancellations or other changes to the calendar as a 
result of the Covid-19 crisis.

‘As it happened more than a quarter of the competitions 
planned for last season were cancelled, mainly in the first half 
of the season and just as had happened in the latter stages of the 
2019-2020 season.

‘With the app., changes can be made at any time – updated as 
things happen during the season. He said it is up to competition 
organisers to provide the information to update the pages for their 
shows, and it should be done as soon as possible. This can be 
done by going to https://form.jotform.com/211771159727057 
or alternatively www.shearingsports.co.nz , clicking ‘FORMS’ 
and then the appropriate form. Enquiries may be made by email to 
the secretary, Jude McNab, 0272 799446 or email judemcnab@
icloud.com . For publicity purposes please contact SSNZ 
media officer Doug Laing 0274 690644 or email at doug@
shearingsports.co.nz . (Doug Laing)

Above: Waimate Shearing’s team at ‘Tabletop’, Hakataramea Valley. Back left: Rob Ngamoki, Donald McKenzie (in pen), Brad 
Anderson (sitting), Jim Bailey, Ruby Stone, Siobhan Moran Dennison, Jarrad Morgan, Ryan Thompson. Front left: Jayme 
Adams, Chris Johnson, Dawn Ratana, Lachie and Jo McKenzie (farmers), Abby Sinclair, Karlena Clarke and Logan Kamura. 
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The bush poet who shore a million sheep
By Bernie Walker
Researching a story for Shearing can turn out to be a bit like 
researching your family history – you may be surprised by 
what you learn. For quite a few years I have wanted to write 
about the ‘Mad Eight’, the famous Western Australian shearing 
team of the 1920’s, and the ringer of the team, the great Bob 
Sawallish, known far and wide as ‘The Swallow’.

Born on July 3, 1889 in Norwood, South Australia, a suburb 
of Adelaide, Sawallish began shearing in 1908.  He achieved a 
best tally of 245 at the famous Cordillo Downs in the far north 
east of the State in 1915. But three years later (1918) tragedy 
struck when his wife Clara died from cancer in Ningana 
Hospital, Norwood, aged 29. Bob seemed unable to settle 
down after this and moved to Perth in 1919.  

He must have adapted to the Western Australian sheep very 
quickly as on 29 April that year, with machines, he equalled 
the record of 321 set by the great Jack Howe with blades. 
Working for shearing contractors F. Young and Co, a team 
of 12, including Sawallish, began a run at Noonkanbah on 3 
April 1919.  Next shed was Mundabullangana, then Balmoral 
followed by Yanyeareddey where Sawallish equalled Howe’s 
321, the same day the team shore 2954 sheep, an average of 
246 per man. 

After cut out on 16 May, the team moved immediately to 
neighbouring Towera where Sawallish shore a top tally of 
329 to become the first to eclipse Howe’s record, an honour 
previously thought to belong to Dan Cooper Jnr who shore 325 
in Victoria in 1947 (see Shearing No 90 April 2016). It is hard 
to believe this history-making achievement was not revealed 
and made public much sooner and more widely. 

The number of sheep Sawallish shore during these years 
was amazing, regularly averaging well over 200 per day. On 
5 October 1928 he again cracked the 300 barrier by shearing 
304 at Dalgety Downs.

One of Bob’s best friends was Jack Sorensen, shearer, boxer 
and prolific bush poet who was always mystified how Bob 
could shear two sheep before Jack had finished his first. But 
Bob was also a natural raconteur and a regular contributor of 
bush poetry to various magazines and papers, although I have 
yet to find an example of his work. He played a tin flute and 
was an expert card trickster. 

Bob liked a beer and the horses were as much his sport as 
that of any king. When ‘Ragtime’ won the 1941 Perth Cup for 
a close mate of his, Jack Light, Bob was delighted. Later he 
became involved in an argument and felt obliged to pull the 
other bloke ‘into gear’. As his famous right hand swelled there 
was a bet made he could not write a poem about ‘Ragtime’s’ 
win. In typical true grit style and with some difficulty, Bob 
wrote His Master’s Friend – all 33 verses of it.  No doubt the 
time spent in the huts after work and at weekends led to so 
many shearers trying their hand at bush poetry to entertain 
themselves and their mates. Quite a few bush shearing songs 
also originated in the huts.

But shearing is a team business and one of the best teams 
in the business was the one which became known as the 
immortal ‘Mad Eight’. This legendary team originated late in 
1922 when a new shearing contracting business was formed.  
Seeking to establish the business, the owners decided to gain 
the industry’s attention in a spectacular fashion.  

So far I have not been able to discover the name of the firm, 
but I suspect it was the Pastoralists Labour Bureau (PLB), 
although it could have been another company. Their plan was 
to comb the industry for the eight fastest shearers available.  
To lead the team they appointed Bill Morrison. He began 
shearing aged 17 in 1895 and had a thorough knowledge of 
the area they would be working in. He was given a list of eight 
names and another list of eleven sheds up in the north-west 
with the expectation it would take a year to cut them out. Bob 
Sawallish, Vol Day, George Bence, Nugget Williams, Tiny 
Lehman, Len Saltmarsh, Charlie Fleming and Hugh Munro 
met up with Bill Morrison at Carnarvon early in April 1923.  
Nine months and 250,000 sheep later they had forged a legend 
still talked about today.

Their first shed was Binthalya. Members were eyeing each 
other off as they settled into the run of sheds but it was soon 
obvious either Bob Sawallish or Vol Day would share the 
lead. Morrison said Vol Day was the best shearer he had seen. 

Above: The great sheds between Geraldton and Port Hedland 
where the Mad Eight produced their legendary tallies.Above: Not THE Mad Eight – but a similar in-shed scene.
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The Call of the North
Oh! The Westward wind is blowing,
So there’s rain and storm in store,
And the teams have long been going
Down the road to Glindawor:
To where the tropic sun is gleaming,
And the fragrant wind blows free;
I’ve awakened from my dreaming,
And the North is calling me.
Oh! The steam is in the boiler,
In the expert’s room below,
While upon the board each toiler
Waits to hear the whistle blow:
For the shearing is beginning
And my heart is fancy free,
And the friction wheels are spinning,
So the North is calling me.
From the Southward to the Nor’ward,
Where the long brown tracks wind down;
All my mates have hastened forward
To the wilderness from town:
Gone! By stony hill and hollow
To where I now fain would be,
Where they lead I needs must follow,
For the North is calling me.
What’s this news I’ve been hearing?
Tidings strange to me indeed.
Bidgemia now is shearing,
With Sawallish in the lead;
Straining camel teams are swaying
From the Junction to the sea;
Why so long am I delaying?
When the North is calling me.
And so Northward I am going,
For I cannot linger here.
Now the starting whistle’s blowing,
And the guns are into gear;
So to be there when I am yearning,
I will hail the sheds with glee,
For the friction wheels are turning,
And the North is calling me.
© Jack Sorenson

He conceded Sawallish could beat him 
in light sheep, but through all classes 
Day could match him. In a newspaper 
interview, Sawallish said he thought Roy 
Young of Carnarvon and Harry Findlay 
from Cottesloe his greatest opposition.

When the team cut out at Binthalya 
they moved on to Lyndon, then Mooloo 
Downs, Yinetharra, Mount Phillip, 
Minnie Creek and Mangaroon. People 
were already taking notice of this 
team who were producing Bradman-
like tallies.  Then, in September 1923 
they came to Williambury.  For some 
unknown reason Day decided to have 
a crack at Sawallish. Day had a casual 
attitude and through those first seven 
sheds he would shear 250 and call it a 
day, sometimes with half an hour to go. 

Reports indicate the Williambury 
sheep were big but plain-bodied. With 
Day and Sawallish setting the pace 
close to 300 each, the team shore 9167 in 
their first week of 5½ days. On one day 
they shore 1806 out the chute and there 
were only 12 sheep between Sawallish 
in the lead and Nugget Williams, who 
dragged the chain. Morrison had to find 
additional shed hands as there was wool 
everywhere. The eight kept thirteen 
going f lat out including Morrison 
himself as classer. 

The following week, although they 
lost an hour with engine trouble, they 
still put another 8770 out. When it was 
found the sheep were cutting almost 5kg 
each, the team locked in their place in 
shearing history and earned themselves 

the title of ‘The Mad Eight’!  But the 
pace took its toll and in the remaining 
three sheds, Moogoonie, Marron and 
Wahroonga, they took it easy, but still 
achieved enviable tallies.

After their incredible run ended, the 
eight never all shore together again. On 
the day Sawallish shore 321, Saltmarsh, 
Munro and Lehman were also on the 
board. Sometimes three or four would 
be in the same team but if all those who 
claimed to have been one of the eight had 
been there it would have been more like 
eighty than eight. 

All of the team continued to shear 
for years after their exploits in 1923. 
Len Saltmarsh went on to become a 
successful and respected contractor. 
In an interview with the Daily News 
in November 1944 Sawallish reported 
he had shorn 996,000 sheep and was 
confident he could reach the million 
mark when he went north again, which 
he did for the next five years.  I have not 
been able to find his actual total shorn 
but believe it would be about 1.2 million.

In Febr uar y 1925 a shear ing 
competition was held at the Uglieland 
Carnival in Perth. The final was won 
by Bob Sawallish, who defeated Roy 
Young by 4 points. D Hill and J Ryan 
tied for third. Well known shearers Dan 
Cooper Snr and Bill Day also competed.  
In a newspaper advertisement in 1933 
Bob was quoted praising the Cooper EB 
handpiece: ‘I feel sure I can shear 20,000 
with this machine before I put any new 
parts back, so that is a great test and I 
might say that the sheep this year are 
very daggy and hard.’

During 1949 Bob felt he was losing 
energy and was admit ted to the 
Wooroloo Sanitorium for tuberculosis 
sufferers.  He returned to the sheds but 
it was too much for him and he was 
re-admitted to Wooroloo in 1952 and 
again in 1953.  Bob Sawallish, one of 
the greatest shearers to shear in Western 
Australia, died there on 31 January 1954, 
and is buried in Karrakatta Cemetery 
in Perth.  The great heart which shore 
more than a million sheep finally failed 
and Bob Sawallish lost his fight with 
tuberculosis.

Inevitable progress has brought 
heavier woolled sheep and wide combs 
to the north west of Western Australia.  
Flock numbers are now so much reduced 
that many of the achievements of the 
‘Mad Eight’ may never be surpassed, 
but shearers and shed hands will still 
talk about them and debate whether they 
were in fact the greatest of them all!

Above: Bob Sawallish, number one 
among the Mad Eight.

Te Anau Shearing 
Ltd

We have jobs available June 
- August and Dec - April for 

people who are reliable, have 
good work ethics and positive 

attitudes.
Meals, accommodation and 

travel provided
Phone Andrew on 

027 434 8108 or 03 249 7035
ajclegg@xtra.co.nz
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Elite Wool Industry Training courses. Top: VF Corporation/ NZ Merino Cadets, back left: Ben Martin, Duncan Leslie, Gavin 
Rowland (Director), Jack Duffy, Ross Fenton, Jzon Brass. Front left: Heaven Little, Annett Schneider, Holly Brown, Lucy 
Gee-Taylor, Maraea Iwikau, Charlotte Stuart, Dion Morrell (Director), Tom Wilson (Director). Above: Kyeburn Finewool 

Class of 21, Back left: Ross Fenton, Scott 
Hirst, Ben Martin, Jack Duffy, Cody 
Duffy, Emily Te Kapa, Danielle Fitzger-
ald, Charlotte Stuart, Amy Ferguson 
(woolhandling trainer), Ringakaha 
Paewai (shearing trainer). Middle left: 
Allison Paton & Mark Paton (Farmers), 
Zion Smith, Isaac Kahukura. Front left: 
Karla-Marie Pakuru, Cass Young, An-
nett Schneider, Brayden Clifford, Lucy 
Gee-Taylor, Nakaila Ferguson (Team 
Mascot), Heaven Little, Holly Brown, 
Duncan Leslie, Jzon Brass, Maraea 
Iwikau.

‘I think it’s sad the word ‘legend’ 
has been devalued from pulling a 
sword out of stone to unexpectedly 
arriving home with potato crisps.’ 
(Gary Delaney, comedian)

Busy North Canterbury run 
Clean, reliable staff wanted
Mainshear November-April
Pre-lamb May-September

New client enquiries welcome

Phone Mike Morgan
021 251 7742

 mike091@windowslive.com

Wanted!
Rotorua-based Contractor Jeff 
Dorset is looking for two pressers 
and two shedhands for mainshear, 
October to February. 
Solid work guaranteed: top rates 
paid; food, accommodation and 
travel provided.
Applicants will be required to pass 
pre-employment drug tests, and 
agree to further random testing 
through the season.

If this sounds like your 
preferred place to work, 
give Jeff a call today on 

0274 920 758.
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The man on the $A50 note

All year round work available for 
experienced and reliable staff on 
our local and stay out runs. Fine 
wool shedhands required from 
start August until end October.

Quality accommodation available. 
Friendly and safe working 

environments. 

For enquiries call Joel on 
0274 075 531

fostershearing@xtra.co.nz

By Des Williams
A ‘Facebook friend’, Australian-based 
New Zealand writer Robert Messenger, 
recently posted on FB an item regarding 
Australia’s NAIDOC Week – the 
National Aboriginals and [Torres Strait] 
Islanders Day Observance Committee 
Week that has been observed in the 
wide brown land (first week of July)
since 1975. Robert told how an Australian 
radio station had posted a question 
on Facebook, asking people to ‘name 
something that was invented in Australia’.

‘No fewer than 713 people responded, 
and not one mentioned David Unaipon, 
whose 1909 modified handpiece for 
sheep shearing allowed this nation to 
ride more easily to great wealth on the 
sheep’s back,’ Robert reported. ‘And I’d 
say every one of the 713 has at some time 
handled an Australian $50 note, with 
David’s facial image on it.’

So who was David Unaipon? As 
for most subjects of general interest, 
Doctor Google comes to our rescue: 
‘David Unaipon is one among the many 
individuals who has played a vital 
role in the evolution of the Australian 
society. This great preacher, who was 
discriminated against at a young age 
for belonging to the aboriginal race, 
raised his voice against the ill-treatment 
of people belonging to his community. 

‘David, being a crusader of his clan, has 
helped other members of his community 
in enjoying a better social status today. 
Apart from being involved in matters 
of great political concerns, Unaipon 
was also deeply involved in scientific 
research, and is credited with as many 
as 19 inventions, all of which fetched 
patents. Some of these path-breaking 
works include the design of a helicopter, 
based on the principle of a ‘Boomerang’ 
as well as the polarisation of light. 

‘The jack of all trades that he was, 
this man also ventured into the field 
of literature. The inspiration drawn 
from the works of eminent writers like 
John Munyan (John Bunyan, maybe?)
and John Milton turned Unaipon into 
a writer. One of his acclaimed literary 
works is the book titled ‘Myths and 
Legends of the Australian Aboriginals’, 
the result of his deep study about the 
tribal race. (Published in 1930.)

‘His contribution towards the society 
also earned David a place on the $50 
Australian bill.

Childhood & Early Life
‘David was born to James Ngunaitponi 
and Nymbulda on 28th September, 1872 
in Point McLeay Mission, Australia. He 
is one among the nine children born to 
his parents.

‘During the 1890s, Unaipon moved to 
Adelaide in search of employment, but 
he was denied of opportunities by many 
for being black-skinned. After a long, 
tiring hunt for a job, he finally started 
working as an apprentice to a boot-
maker in Adelaide. However, he didn’t 
continue this job for long and started 
working at ‘The Point McLeay Store’.
Career
In the early 1900s, David became an 
employee of the Aborigines’ Friends 
Association, an initiative aimed at 
supporting the rights of Aboriginal 
Australians. One of his great accomp-
lishments was the invention of a 
‘shearing’ device, mainly aimed at 

extracting sheep fur [converting the 
original curvilineal motion types to a 
straight-line motion]. He obtained as 
many as 19 patents during this period for 
many other such inventions, which also 
included an idea of a centrifugal motor.

A few other significant achievements 
of this great man included his version 
of a helicopter, which worked on the 
principle of a boomerang. He even 
explored Optics, which was a subject 
of great interest and went on to conduct 
a research on polarisation of light. By 
1914, these works of Unaipon made 
waves amongst the public, helping him 
earn the title of ‘Australia’s Leonardo’.

‘David was also fascinated by 
literature and his interest in this field 
soon grabbed the attention of the 
prestigious University of Adelaide. The 
institution had appointed David to gather 
facts and interesting stories and episodes 
of aboriginal Australians.’
Legacy
‘A division of the ‘University of 
South Australia’ has been named the 
‘David Unaipon College of Indigenous 
Education and Research’, in honour of 
the man’s contribution to the society. 
‘In honour of his literary prowess, the 
Australian government introduced the 
‘David Unaipon Literary Award’ to 
honour budding writers.

‘The Reserve Bank of Australia 
honoured this great writer by printing 
his face on a $50 dollar bill. However, 
his family members protested against the 
government for using his name without 
permission.’ David Unaipon died on 7 
February 1967 at a hospital located in 
the town of Tailem Bend.’ (100km south-
east of Adelaide).

                     * * * * * * 

Illegal Tender
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David Unaipon’s description of his 
‘Improved Mechanical Motion Device’ 
in Patent No 15624/09 (diagram opposite) 
reads as follows: ‘My invention relates 
to an improved mechanical motion 
device, the object of the same being to 
provide means whereby a rotary motion 
is converted into a reciprocating motion, 
such motion, however being non-radial.

‘In carrying my invention into effect 
I construct a guide plate preferably of 
metal, the end of which is rounded off to 
form a portion of a curve or ellipse. Above 
this plate I provide a pivotally mounted 
guide post through which a rod is passed, 
such rod being capable of a free sliding 
action through the guide.

‘Near the driving end of the rod I fasten 
a pin or other projection in such a manner 
that it rests against the back of the guide. 
At the driven end of the rod I also fasten 
a pin or other projection, and immediately 
behind the same I produce a guide bar or 
its equivalent.

‘The distance between the two 
projections of the rod is accurately 
guaged so that the distance from the 
back radial edge of the radial guide plate 
is always equal when measured in a 
straight line crossing the pivotal point of 
the central bearing.’

The Patent description concludes: ‘An 
improved mechanical motion device 
consisting of or comprising the parts set 
forth  ... [can be used] in combination with 
any adaptable mechanical device such as 
(for example) the driving gear and cutter 
of a sheep shearing  machine as described 
and illustrated.’

An item in the Southern Argus (South 
Australia) dated 8 July 1909 reported 
Unaipon ‘has so far applied it to the well-
known Moffat Virtue shearing machine.’ 

of a lack of financial backing. Certainly, 
none of the handpieces I have seen and 
collected over many years feature a 
straight-line cutter.’

New Zealand newspapers add to the 
confusion about whether the Unaipon 
invention enhanced the handpiece at all.
The Ashburton Guardian of 1 September 
1911 says: “The device is now affixed to 
sheep-shears, and a Commonwealth 
patent has been obtained for it. At 
present, the motion of the cutting shear 
is circular, but Mr Unaipon’s invention 
has made it straight. The blades of his 
machine are always at right-angles 
when in action, and that result means 
better work with less friction.”

Eight years later, on 24 July 1919, The 
Press (Christchurch) told us: “At present 
[Mr Unaipon explained], the tendency of 
the radial movement of the blade is to 
curl the wool and blow it about. With the 
straight action, which my patent secures, 
these disabilities are eliminated, and 
the wool is cut as the blade of a binder 
cuts the hay.”

Experts have spoken most highly of 
the invention, and have expressed the 
opinion that when the effects of the 
war diminish it will win widespread 
recognition.

(See next page for further information.)

Above: Illustrations accompanying David 
Unaipon’s approved Patent No 15624/09 
as relating to a shearing handpiece. 
(Australian Copyright Council.)

Unaipon’s invention in practical terms
Australian shearing historian and 
shearing industry-related patents collector 
Eldred Johnstone of Kyabram, Victoria, 
describes in ‘layman’s terms’ the nature 
of David Unaipon’s invention: ‘The 
shearing handpiece as we have always 
known it operates with fork tips sliding 
the cutter across the comb in an arc.  What 
David’s invention sought to do (when 
applied to the handpiece) was have the 
cutter move in a straight line across the 
comb and that required the cutter to  be 
driven by a long fork that moved through 
a centre pivot.

‘As far as I am aware David Unaipon 
only ever produced drawings to support 
his patent application, he never actually 
produced a working model. The theory 
of it looks alright but practically, it would 
require more moving parts, increasing 
friction, generally producing more heat 
and using more power.

‘Again, to the best of my knowledge, 
based on awareness of more than 700 
patents related to the shearing industry, I 
have never seen a functioning handpiece 
that actually uses the principle of David 
Unaipon’s invention to drive the cutter 
across the comb.

‘It is also highly likely that the cost 
of manufacturing the fork might have 
outweighed the advantages of the 
straight-line oscillating cutter.’

That noted collector of shearing 
equipment, Tony Lock of Marton, says 
to the best of his knowledge Unaipon’s 
invention never went any further than 
the drawings stage. ‘He was obviously a 
very clever man and started from scratch 
rather than copy any handpiece designs 
that were in common use at the time, 
but his patents didn’t take off because 
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Can any reader add to this story?

David Unaipon’s invention (continued)
By ‘serendipitous coincidence’ the coloured images opposite 
were recently posted on Facebook by the Aboriginal Australia 
Display Centre with the comment that ‘the old handpiece’  
would be added to the Museum’s David Unaipon display. 

Australian shearing gear collector Eldred Johnstone of 
Kyabram, Victoria, has identified the handpiece as a Cooper 
Air-cooled model, and has supplied the various cleaner images 
of that model pictured below. As noted on page 23, there is 
a 1909 newspaper reference to Unaipon’s invention being 
‘applied to the well-known Moffat-Virtue shearing machine.’ 
We have found no reference to Unaipon’s invention having 
any association with the Cooper brand and can assume the 
Cooper will be an indicative display item only at the Aboriginal 
Australia Display Centre. 

Suffice to say, on the strength of our investigations to date, 
David Unaipon’s invention does not appear in any modern 
day handpiece designs and we remain in search of definitive 
information on it ever being used at all.

Our conclusions thus far have been supported by Dr Mary-
Anne Gale, a Research Fellow (Linguistics) at the University 
of Adelaide, who has been working with David Unaipon’s 
family to write his biography. Dr Gale sought information 
about David’s invention through a letter published in The 
Ringer’s Review in August 2009. 

In response to Shearing’s contact, Dr Gale said her plea 
had not turned up any new information of substance, though 
she had discussed Unaipon’s designs with former Australian 
champion, John Hutchinson. ‘He thought the design was really 
interesting, but didn’t see how it could be developed into a 
practical handpiece.’ Dr Gale added that most of David’s patent 
applications had lapsed because he had no money to renew 
them and it wasn’t clear if any were taken up by others and 
developed further.

Though the focus of Dr Gale’s research over the past decade 
has been on reviving the Ngarrindjeri language once spoken 
by David Unaipon and his people, any additional information 
about his patents and inventions that may come to light as 
a result of this story would be helpful to her in completing 
David’s biography.

If readers out there have anything further to offer in that 
line you could contact Dr Gale directly at maryanne.gale@
adelaide.edu.au . 
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For more information 
call 0800 835 367 or email telford@sit.ac.nz

Join us in 2022 - Semester 1 for:

New Zealand Certificate in Wool Technology 
& Classing (Level 4)

Telford is also calling for expressions of interest for:

Wool Clip Grading Training Scheme (Level 4)

07 February to 03 June
This Blended Delivery course is delivered 
online with 5 day block courses available 
in both the North and South Island.

2 Day course

YOUR 
CAREER 
IN WOOL 
STARTS 
HERE
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‘There are those who would deal in the darkness of life
There are those who would tear down the sun
And most men are ruthless but some will still weep
When the gifts we were given are gone.’
(You say that the battle is over: David Mallett)

(Supplied)
The word is out - wool is making a comeback and the number 
of people enrolling in Telford courses to increase their wool 
knowledge and improve their career prospects, is the highest 
it has been for years.

Telford’s Senior Tutor in Wool Technology, Laurie Boniface, 
has 35 years’ teaching experience on the subject, and says 
there’s a lot of interest in wool again.

‘Everyone is finally waking up to the fact that wool ticks 
all the boxes - it’s natural, it’s sustainable, it doesn’t harm 
the environment and because it has a number of amazing 
properties as a textile fibre, manufacturers are switching back 
to wool.

‘There’s also a growing number of wool-related sites on 
social media and there are good employment opportunities 
in all sectors of the industry. All of these things are having a 
positive impact on the number of people wanting to train in 
wool and it’s a great trend,’ he said.
Wool Technology – Enrol Now for 2022
Get ahead in the wool industry with the New Zealand 
Certificate in Wool Technology and Classing (Level 4) 
offered through Telford in 2022. The course is a prerequisite 
to becoming a Wool Classer and registered with the New 
Zealand Wool Classers Association. Blended delivery format 
means the course can be studied mostly from home, with one 
5-day block course – available in both the North and South 
Island – required to complete the qualification.

Graduate Olivia McCorkindale says completing the New 
Zealand Certificate in Wool Technology and Classing (Level 
4) is one of the best things she has ever done. She commented 
on the tremendous amount of information she learnt about the 
wool industry.

‘I learnt about wool and both the NZ and global wool 
industries. I also learnt practical wool-assessment skills, as 
well as technical details.

‘Distance learning was no barrier, with supportive, 
accessible tutors. My tutor Laurie Boniface, as well as the 
Telford-based staff who ran my course, were outstanding. 
They were always willing to help no matter how big or small 
the query,’ she said.

Enrol now for 2022 – phone Telford 0800 835 367 or go 
to: https://www.sit.ac.nz/campus/Telford and look under 
Certificate Courses.
Wool Clip Grading Course – Coming to a Shed Near You!
With the renewed interest in wool, Telford’s Wool Clip 
Grading Course was developed in 2020.  Delivered throughout 
New Zealand with the assistance of the NZ Wool Classers 
Association and local shearing contractors, it is designed for 
experienced wool handlers wanting to become a registered 
Wool Grader. The course combines learning at home with 
a two-day block course run at various locations throughout 
New Zealand.

Bruce Abbott, Education Officer for the NZ Woolclassers 
Association, says Leading Shed Hands with good practical 
skills will find this course extremely valuable, as graduates 
can apply for a registration number and become a registered 
Q-stencil holder.

Here’s what Peter Lyon of Alexandra said about the course: 
‘I found doing the Wool Clip Grading course to be really good 
value. As a Shearing Contractor I have a big responsibility 
around our clients’ Wool Clips. On completing the course, 
I achieved two things: I furthered my knowledge, and also 
confirmed knowledge and experience that I have gained over 
the years. It also gives me a good understanding of what the 
industry expects of our leading shed staff.’ 

Eight courses are planned this year – keep an eye out for 
one in your region:
North Island:
Wairarapa – September 2021
Hawkes Bay – September/October 2021
Taihape – September/October 2021

South Island:
South Canterbury – 2nd week of September 2021
Southland – November 2021
Central Otago – mid November 2021
Balclutha – end of November 2021
North Canterbury – 1 & 2 December 2021

Woolhandlers (or their employers) register your interest today 
to secure your place on the course nearest you, as numbers are 
required at least a month prior.
1. Go to: https://www.sit.ac.nz/campus/Telford and scroll 
down to Short Courses.
2. Click on ‘Wool Clip Grading Training Scheme’.
3. On the right side of the screen is the ENQUIRE box. Click 
on this and fill in your details, indicating which course you 
would like to attend.
For help or any enquiries, Phone 0800 TELFORD (835 367)
Want to know more about Telford’s wool courses? Contact: 
Laurie Boniface 0800 200 009, Richard Gavigan 06 376 6599 
or Bruce Abbott 027 228 0868.

Telford is a faculty of the Southern Institute of Technology.

Telford Wool Courses

For more information 
call 0800 835 367 or email telford@sit.ac.nz

Join us in 2022 - Semester 1 for:

New Zealand Certificate in Wool Technology 
& Classing (Level 4)

Telford is also calling for expressions of interest for:

Wool Clip Grading Training Scheme (Level 4)

07 February to 03 June
This Blended Delivery course is delivered 
online with 5 day block courses available 
in both the North and South Island.

2 Day course

YOUR 
CAREER 
IN WOOL 
STARTS 
HERE
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Why some men wear earrings
An Australian farmer was at a pub one day having lunch when 
he noticed an old friend. What really caught his attention was 
that this old friend was wearing an earring. The farmer knew 
his old mate to be a fairly conservative bloke, and was curious 
about his sudden change in ‘fashion sense’. The farmer walked 
up to him and said, ‘I didn’t know you were into earrings.’

‘Don’t make such a big deal, it’s only an earring,’ the fellow 
replied, rather sheepishly [yep, really.]

The farmer was silent for a few minutes, but then his 
curiosity got the better of him and he asked, ‘So how long 
have you been wearing one?’

‘Ever since my wife found it in my truck,’ the man replied.
(From The Ringer’s Review, June 2014)

The More Things Change ...
The name Bob Tutaki – Robert Panapa Tutaki MBE (1883-
1957) may be unknown to many readers. Also known as Tūtaki 
Pānapa Stewart and Robert Tūtaki Pānapa, Bob was a Hawke’s 
Bay shearer, contractor and later trade unionist. 

He was born at Ruahapia, near 
Hastings, and went to Te Aute 
College. At age 18-years, faced with 
the choice of continuing his studies 
or joining his father in the shearing 
sheds, he chose the later. Working 
conditions were often poor at the 
turn of the 20th century and Bob 
made it his business to try and make 
things better.

Author John E Martin relates in 
The Forgotten Worker (Allen & 
Unwin, 1990) how Bob first joined the union in 1906 when he 
was the ringer of the sixteen-stand Moawhango shed outside 
Taihape. By 1920 he was a full-time organiser and served many 
years as a representative of the Shears Union in the Hawkes Bay.

There’s a popular story about how he was particularly 
disappointed at the working conditions his team had to endure 
on one property – bad straw for sleeping on, no toilet facilities, 
no designated area for eating – so he devised his ‘plan of 
campaign’. During the first day of shearing he left unshorn 
the heads of many sheep. The farmer became very irate and 
asked Bob to explain the meaning of his actions. Bob replied 
he could shear the woolly heads himself if he wanted to.

Having ‘set him up’ nicely, Bob then asked, ‘So you want 
me to do a complete job, do you?’. Clearly, that is what was 
expected, the farmer indicated.

‘But what about you?’ Bob replied. Do you turn out a 
complete job?’ He mentioned the obvious short-comings – 
adding in for good measure the lack of quality food which 
was limited to tea (drinking) bread and meat.

‘If you turn out a complete job I shall do the same,’ he told 
the farmer. Very soon, the gang members were eating in the 
kitchen and later in the day new mattresses were delivered to 
the quarters. Does this resonate with recent posts on Facebook 
about farmers providing inadequate toilets, water supplies and 
general conditions in many sheds? Would Bob Tutaki’s ‘plan 
of campaign’ still work today, 100 years later? Worth a try?

Robert was the recipient of a Wolseley Medal, awarded to a 
small number of shearers who exceeded a tally of 330 sheep in 
a day using the Wolseley handpiece. (Exact year not known.)

Flashback to the world championships in Edinburgh, 2003. Top 
descending: The New Zealand team: Bill Michelle (RIP), Paul 
Rose (RIP), Ron Davis, John Fagan, Joanne Kumeroa (RIP), 
Tina Rimene, Peter Race, Dean Ball, David Fagan; Tina Rimene 
landing a fleece; Blade boys Bill and Peter paying the pipers; 
‘Look who we found!’ Yvonne Abraham, Audrey Tamanui, Mavis 
Mullins and Waina Peneha with former All Black captain Todd 
Blackadder, who was coaching in Scotland at the time.
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Above: Feilding High School team at Te Kuiti. Back left: Phil-
lipa Ewens, Emma Kendrick, Angus Rhodes, Henry Stewart, 
Tre Ratana. Front left: Kain Nixon (teacher), Tim Dickson, 
Zach Doolan, Mary Bartlett (Feilding High School Farm 
Manager). Emma and Zack competed in the novice shearing; 
Tim, Angus and Henry in the junior shearing, all reaching 
the semifinals and Henry made the final, finishing third. Amy, 
Emma and Tre made the junior woolhandling semifinals, with 
Amy (3rd) and Emma (4th) reaching the final.

By Emma Kendrick
Twenty acres of  farmland was purchased on Feilding’s North 
Street in 1919, for a school. The foundation stone was laid 
in 1921 and four classrooms were erected for what initially 
became known as Feilding Technical High School and, later, 
as Feilding Agricultural High School (FAHS).

The school introduced a shearing competition in 1961, 
contested between the hostels and day students. This was 
continued through until 1991 and was brought back in 2020 
as an event for students to compete for school house points, 
like every other house sport at Feilding High School.

On 26 May 2020 we held our second interhouse shearing 
heats at the FAHS farm, where many students competed in 
woolhandling and shearing events to narrow it down to the top 
six, which competed in the finals held on 4 June 2020. The finals 
were held in the school hall, where we set up a two-stand on the 
stage kindly sponsored by alumni and leading open class shearer, 
Aaron Haynes. Henry Stewart (shearing) and Grace Duffy 
(woolhandling) took home this years titles. Official Shearing 
Sports (SSNZ) judges came in on the day to judge both the 
heats and the finals. Unlike most schools, shearing is beginning 
to be seen as a regular sport now at Feilding High School.

A team of students travelled to Te Kuiti for the New Zealand 
championships on Thursday 8 April, accompanied by staff 
member Kain Nixon and farm manager, Mary Bartlett. We had 
students competing in junior woolhandling, junior shearing, 
and novice shearing events. Our woolhandlers enjoyed 
competing on the Thursday junior woolhandling event, with 
Amy Bell placing 3rd, Emma Kendrick placing 4th, and Tre 
Ratana-Sciascia placing 7th. Farm manager Mary Bartlett 
volunteered to help the SSNZ woolhandling judges and found 

it interesting to learn about how the competitions work and 
enjoyed assisting throughout the day whilst also watching her 
students compete.

Our shearers competed on the Friday, with the novice 
shearing heats first where Emma Kendrick placed 10th and 
Zach Doolan placed 18th. Next was the junior event where 
Tim Dickson, Angus Rhodes and Henry Stewart all qualified 
for the semifinals, with Tim finishing in 7th, Angus finishing 
9th, and Henry finishing 3rd in the finals. 

These events were highly competitive and our shearers and 
woolhandlers enjoyed stepping out of our comfort zones to 
compete against the great competitive field of entrants from 
around the country. FAHS regularly encourages competitive 
shearers and woolhandlers to get involved in the local shows 
and found Te Kuiti was a great opportunity to compete against 
the best in each student’s respective grade as a practise for the 
school show.

Footnote: Apart from the afore-mentioned Aaron Haynes, 
former FAHS students who later made their mark in shearing 
include Roger Cox, world champion 1977 and three times New 
Zealand Golden Shears open champion; Paul Avery, world 
champion 2008 and twice Golden Shears open champion, and 
Jills Angus Burney, former women’s world record holder. Then 
there’s Sarah Goss/Hirini, Sevens rugby superstar!

Feilding High School takes team to Te Kuiti

Top and above: Scenes from the Feilding High School shearing 
competition from which students were selected to attend the 
New Zealand shearing and woolhandling championships at 
Te Kuiti from 8-18 April 2021.
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By Len Holland (Continued from April 2021 edition)
The stud operation became very important to the overall 
scheme of things at Lochinver in the early 1990s. Colin 
Anderson was stud master when I first became involved as 
Wrightson’s agent in helping manage the Station wool clip.

When Colin retired in 1993 (?) he was replaced by a South 
Islander named Warren Taylor.  Warren was just a young chap, 
in his early twenties. I would go and stay the night with him 
and his wife on the station. They had just the one child and 
Warren was very keen to learn. 

We spent a lot of time looking at stock and going away to field 
days and that sort of thing. I wanted to upskill his knowledge 
on Perendales pretty quickly and he was a fast learner. He had 
a little note book in which he would jot down points of interest.

Then we started doing a lot more testing through the Wool 
Testing Authority (WTA) in Napier. They were very good – 
Merv Dallimore was their PR man and we’d had a lot to do with 
each other. He gave us 100% backup on what we wanted to get 
done. We had six or seven different tests, including micron, 
colour, tensile strength, fibre length, etc.

We also started side-sampling on an individual sheep basis. 
We were taking a side sample off the sheep without actually 
shearing them. We had three shearers in the shed and each 
sample was put in a plastic bag supplied by the WTA. We 
wrote sheep number, stud number, ewe, hogget or whatever 
on the bag and sent them all away. The results would come 
back with full data summary.

That led to culling by 50% weighing and 50% eye appraisal. 
Eye appraisal is very important on Perendale because you have 
to get true Perendale type. You can’t say you want Perendales 
but you still want them to look like Romneys – that is the 
moment you will fall over. In the end we finished up with a 
true Perendale success story at Lochinver.

By this stage, Lochinver was carrying close to 80,000 ewes 
so we needed 250-300 rams. The surplus rams, we used to sell. 
We culled them heavily because we didn’t want anything sold 
off the station that didn’t do justice to the Lochinver name. I 
think in our best year we sold over 200 rams and selected three 
stud 2th rams for sale at premium returns in Gore.

The best success story Warren and I had between us was 
taking a stud ram down to the Stud Fair at Gore. We had 
two top rams to choose from – Warren liked one and I liked 
another – but we decided on the one to take, a 120% looking 
Perendale ram. I flew down to Gore because we also wanted 
to buy some stock. Warren took the ram down in a trailer and 
somewhere along the way it injured its leg. We got there and 
decided it wasn’t fit to put in the sale ring. We discussed what 
to do next and one of the other Wrightson stock reps suggested 
we offer it for sale by tender, without putting it in the ring. It 
had all its details listed in the catalogue.

Top: Present-day main gates to Lochinver Station. Above: 
Len Holland with Marie and Colin Anderson, who was stud 
master at Lochinver Station 1980s-90s. 

So, we invited all the stock breeders to inspect the ram in 
the trailer and submit tenders. When tenders closed the top 
offer received was $13,000. We were astonished because the 
top price in the sale itself was $7,000. It was sold subject to 
passing a vet inspection once we got it back to Taupo. So it 
was a magic result and people thought it would have gone for 
more had it been in the actual sale. That was more mana for 
the reputation of Lochinver.

Prior to that episode, Colin Anderson and I had bought a 
ram at a South Island fair. Colin entered it in the Hawkes Bay 
Royal Show and it ended up winning the ‘Supreme Animal’ 
award, covering all classes of livestock.

Their first stud shearing was 1987, so the weighing of fleeces 
was held over to the following year, to coincide with Paewai 
Mullins starting.

We set the ideal weight at 2.1kg and anything under that 
we marked the sheep for culling and selling. We did this for 
two years and then stopped because the wool was starting to 
get too strong and starting to go back towards Romney. We 
continued selecting the hoggets on eye-appraisal. 

Then we started what they called side-sampling – taking a 
handful of wool from the shorn fleece, just in front of the flank. 
We got those samples tested by the Wool Testing Authority in 
Napier – testing for colour, micron, and tensile strength. We 
did that for probably two years until we got the job right. Koro 
and Mavis Mullins were really brilliant in handling these extra 
innovations in the shearing programme and it couldn’t have 
been done successfully without their assistance.

Len’s dream job at Lochinver (Part II)
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Afterthoughts:
A couple of stories stick in the mind from my association with 
Lochinver. First, the shearer who became known as the Night 
Rider: Back then there was a popular television programme 
called The Night Rider, where the main character (played by 
David Hasselhoff) used to get around in a space-age motor 
vehicle and do all sorts of wonderful things. There was a 
bloke among the Paewai Mullins team in the early 1990s who 
had a flash car that also looked like part rocket-ship and he 
was described as ‘a bit of a dish’ and had a reputation with 
the ladies. It was rumoured this night rider could do several 
nightly visits, exist on one hour’s sleep and still shear his 350 
sheep the next day.
Second: It’s a small world afterall: When Colin Anderson was 
studmaster at Lochinver, his brother (whom I’d never met) 
was skipper on one of the inter-island ferries, sailing between 
Wellington and Picton.

In 1991 my brother Stan, a cousin (Gerald) and their wives 
came out from England for a visit so we took them down to the 
South Island for a look around. While we were somewhere out 
in Cook Strait, a message came over the loud speaker, asking 
for Mr Len Holland to report to the bridge. We wondered 
what on earth that could be all about but when I got up there I 
discovered it was Colin’s brother, and Colin had given him a 
heads-up that we were on board. He wanted me to go get the 
other four and bring them up as well. Only in New Zealand!

We spent about two hours up on the bridge and had a 
wonderful time. Cousin Gerald was a keen yachtsman and 
he was both thrilled and amazed by the experience and told 
everybody he knew about it once he got back home to England.

* * * * * *

I was in the shed the whole time these operations were going 
on. It was just done on the stud stock rather than the whole 
flock because the results were flowing through quite quickly 
to the main flock as we saw reversion back to type.

That was our first big move and it was a good result for me 
and put Wrightson up in a pretty good position for what we 
were trying to achieve at the station.

By each shed doing the same depth of skirting and branding 
bales the same lines, we were able to combine them from the 
three sheds to get reasonable lines. To take advantage of the 
market at auction, the last thing you want is a line of say, less 
than 10 bales.

We met with the shed staff the day before shearing started 
and went through with them all the lines they should be taking 
out, what faults in the fleece, and how to brand them. We 
didn’t take necks off in those days because there wasn’t a lot 
of neck wool on the Perendales though there was a little bit of 
top-knot. So, I would go around each of the sheds. It became 
very interesting because by the end of the week some of the 
woolhandlers Mavis had trained were getting pretty sharp. 

Consequently, the next thing with mainshear was we shore 
the hoggets in November, using a cover comb for the first 
time ever. That change was made because snow storms were 
not uncommon even in December and January. The colour 
at Lochinver was always brilliant – top of the scale – but by 
shearing the hoggets later, as they had been doing, some of 
the wool was not returning that top quality colour.

We decided then to take out a fine edge because in those days 
there was a big premium for anything you could get below say 
32 microns. I got them taking out the Romney types, from the 
good Perendale types. We did that the first year and got a good 
premium because we got good Perendale micron instead of 
the Romney micron in the main line, which was about 80% 
of the total.

I was horrified by the amount of skirting being taken off the 
full wool fleeces when I first got there so I got them taking off 
a bare minimum. I also thought they could get away with doing 
very little skirting on the second shear but I wasn’t prepared to 
do it because I thought that sort of call had to come from the 
owners themselves. Plus, I didn’t want people  to start saying 
Wrightsons were going around recommending not to skirt 
anything, so I knocked that idea on the head.

NB The Lochinver soil type (pumice) growing conditions 
produce ideal pastures for sheep and produces a top quality 
wool requiring very little skirting.

Vacancies available for clean reliable shearers and 
shedhands from January through to end of March.
We have a great working environment with meals, 
accommodation and transport provided.

Above: Zac, poised, ready, willing and waiting for the magic 
call, ‘Sheep-O!’ With Mark Barrowcliffe’s gang at Peter 
Hurley’s Aria shed, July 2021.
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Are you a good Bugger? Want 
to work with great people? In 
a team with a great culture?

Drug Testing, Employment 
Agreements, Excellent 

Accommodation, Great rates!

Employing Staff for 
Mainshear now!

Phone Shane
03 322 8462 or 027 222 0770

Change of tune for Tuma
By Des Williams
After a life time (so far!) of being 
associated only with the shearing 
industry and his whanau family business, 
Tuma Mullins has embarked on a new 
career. He can, in part at least, thank 
Covid-19 for the change.

‘During lockdown last year I injured 
my back and had to go onto ACC. It was 
a bit of a depressing time for me because 
I was being kept from working. Then one 
day a mate came around and said he was 
off to look at a house, so I said I would 
come along for the ride.

We went to the Professionals Patrick 
and Scott Ltd office in Dannevirke where 
I happened to know the branch manager 
quite well. The manager threw me a 
contract form and said, ‘Here, get into 
that!’ I said, ‘What do I do with this,’ and 
he told me I would figure it out okay!

‘I guess I’ve never had to use my 
brains in an intellectual way before 
but I learned in order to start studying 
to be a real estate agent you have to be 
contracted to an existing agency, and the 
manager had just given me that contract.

‘The course of papers involves 13 
sections, the first six of which are all 
about the law, and knowing how to look 
after the clients you are working for. It 
is your name that is on the line so you 
have to be able to present yourself well. 
It’s a bit like being a rough shearer – no 
one really wants you in the shed and no 
one wants a real estate agent working 
for them if they have a bad reputation.

‘The remaining seven papers relate to 
the different types of sales. If you have a 
house to list for sale you determine the 
price by comparing similar houses and 
recent sale prices and coming up with a 
comparable price.’

Tuma says he was surprised by one 
aspect of the journey toward being a 
qualified agent – after passing all 13 
sections of the course, all would-be 
agents go through a two-week stand 
down period while their names are 
posted on the real estate website, where 
they can be scrutinized by other agents 
throughout the country.

‘If they see someone that might be of 
doubtful character they can object to 
your getting a licence. So, hopefully I 
have no real enemies out there that might 
want to block my qualification! But I 
must say I found that a really interesting 
part of the process.’

As well as the real estate profession, 
Tuma also works in Dannevirke as a 
navigator for his Rangitane Iwi. His 
role is to assist (navigate) young people 
toward achieving their own goals and 
aspirations.

‘It’s all about self-motivation – they 
need to be motivated themselves and 
it’s a matter of walking beside them 
rather than carrying them. I was assisted 
through my real estate ‘ticket’ by 
another navigator and then I was asked 
to become one myself, so I am enjoying 
my own role very much.’ 

Tuma is also busy studying te reo 
[Maori language]. ‘That’s another journey 
I’m on. The opportunity wasn’t really 
there when I was younger but learning the 
language just feels like a part of me so I 
want to find out as much as I can.

‘The Waimarino Shears Committee 
this year adopted its own te reo policy, 
concentrating on correct pronunciation 
of names and incorporating other words 
of common usage where applicable. 
That is something people like me can 
help with in our roles as commentators 
around the show venues.’

Shearing magazine didn’t ask the 
question, but we sense that Tuma 
Mullins might actually be starting to 
thank that back injury received during 
Covid lockdown!

Postscript: Since this interview at 
New Zealand Championships in April 
2021, Tuma has become licenced to sell 
the Earth ... or houses sitting on it, at 
least! Give him a call on 021 0857 1913 
if you are in the market to buy or sell.

Above: Tuma Mullins, real estate agent

Sheep shearing: An excellent 
effort – 321 for 9 hours 

Shearing at the present time is in full 
swing in this district. The weather has 
been moderately good. The wool is 
showing good quality, indicating that 
the sheep have been well wintered. 

Among shearers there is always keen 
rivalry as to who is ‘The Ringer’. From 
information we have received one of 
our Cambridge shearers, Mr Bert 
Pratt, can reasonably hope his record 
will hold for some time. Shearing wet 
ewes on Mr W.S. Harbutt’s ‘Glentui’ 
Estate, Te Miro, on Tuesday last, his 
tally, done in nine hours shearing was 
the excellent one of 321. This record 
was duly marked on the rafter of the 
shearing shed, and will remain until, 
possibly, some future expert can eclipse 
it. Mr Pratt’s tally was done on Romney 
ewes, the wool being bright and of good 
staple and the sheep well covered. 

Our readers will better appreciate Mr 
Pratt’s tally of 321 when we mentioned 
that a good average for a nine hours 
period is about 250. 

No doubt other good efforts are being 
put up in the sheds of the district and we 
shall be pleased to hear of them. 
Report from Waikato Independent, 13 
December 1942. 
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Above: Shear Quality/ Peter Lyon Finewool Course 21. Back left: Katarina Metekingi, Jameliya-Rose Hiroti, Jake Carruthers, 
Tatai Hau-Peita. Middle Row; Tom Wilson (trainer/director), Alistair Eckhoff (woolclasser), Amy-Lee Ferguson (trainer), La 
Mer Tohiariki (trainer) Aisha Gardyne, Stacey Hikawai, Helen Martin, Caroline Kopa, Noel Westlake, Cody Smith, Ngarangi 
Tiepa. Front left: Ringakaha Paewai (trainer), Izeka Carmichael (presser), Hannah Rose, Roberta Tarawa, Blake Hewes, 
Henare Williams, Rose Lewis. Absent; Maurea Kora, Aiden Tarrant. 

Above: A recent Dion Morrell gang at Beaumont Station. Back left: John Osborne, Alec Clapham, Eru Weeds (ganger), Zac 
Manihera, Herb Ross (classer), Marg Boynton, Brett Nicol, Manahi Kumura, Kara Henare (presser), Vaughan Hodgson, 
Pikiao (presser), Ant Logan. Seated left: Karen, Danielle Manihera, Stoneigh, Miriama, Jayda, Amanda, Danielle Fitzgerald, 
Reuben (presser), Awheo. Sitting front: Doug (sheep-o). Absent: Kath Broughton. 
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John Gaukrodger: Giant of the past
By Des Williams

Elsewhere in this magazine we raise 
the question of whether New Zealand 
should have its own Shearing Hall of 
Fame to honour the legends of our past in 
the way that Australia (and other sports) 
have done. If such an idea was to reach 
fruition, a likely candidate for the first, 
or oldest nominee would probably be the 
Ngati Porou legend, Raihania Rimitiriu 
(1868-1934), who was shearing tallies 
with machines in excess of 300 around 
the turn of the 20th century.

It is unfortunate that many great days 
and deeds in the shearing sheds prior to 
that time remain only as bare statistics, 
with insufficient surviving details to 
make a case for ‘canonisation’ of the 
achievers. One such pioneer is James 
Apes, who was profiled in the April 
2020 Shearing magazine, being noted 
for his producing tallies of close to 250 
with blades, 20 years before the heyday 
of Raihania.

Further back in time we have equally 
sketchy details of English-born New 
Zealander John Gaukrodger, whose 
exploits at Callan-Doon around 1859, 
with a blade-shorn tally of 222 sheep 
in eight hours earned him the title 
‘Champion of Australasia’.

John Gaukrodger had arrived in New 
Zealand as an eight-year-old, landing 
with his parents Charles (a 31-year-
old farm labourer) and Mary, brother 
William (12) and sister Elizabeth (4) at 
Nelson on 5 February 1843. They came 
via the Indus, a 425-ton passenger ship 
that had sailed from Gravesend on 1 
October 1842. [NB John was listed as 
6-years-old on the ship’s passenger list, 
so his birth year may have been 1837.]

The family soon settled at Foxhill, 
near Waimea, about 20 miles from 
Nelson, where Charles became a farmer 
and played his part in supporting the 
new, developing community. Nothing is 
known of young John’s childhood until 
1858 when, in his early 20s, he went to 
Australia for an unknown length of time 
as a shearer. We may assume he had 
been a shearer in New Zealand before 
his departure across the Tasman, but 
that has not been verified. And, typical 
of the times, nothing much was known 
of his shearing exploits until they were 
mentioned in his obituary notice, 50 
years later!

Once in Australia (to quote The 

Colonist, 1 June 1910) Gaukrodger 
became ‘the champion shearer of 
Australasia’ and put up the record of 
222 sheep in eight hours at Callan-Doon 
Station, on the borders of New South 
Wales and South Australia, which record 
held good until quite recently.’

Again, other details about the tally are 
scant but it is considered possible that 
Callan-Doon Station may have staged 
a one-off contest for the title, won by 
Gaukrodger. The year? Probably 1859, 
as some reports have him returning to 
New Zealand in 1860.

Some period of time after his return 
to New Zealand (c1863 maybe), John 
became licensee of the Foxhill Inn– the 

first of his two ‘terms’ as hotelier. He 
married Ann Honeyman of Waimea 
on 21 July 1864 and the first of their 
eventual eight sons, David, was born on 
17 May 1865. Frank (1867) and Charles 
(1868) followed in quick succession. 

The ‘well-known hostelry’ of Mr 
Gaukrodger’s at Foxhill was burned to 
the ground on 12 April 1868, according 
to a report in The Colonist, in May of that 
year. John had been woken about 2.00am 
by a roaring noise, to find the house on 
fire and too well consumed for anything 
of the two buildings to be saved. 

The Inn was rebuilt (by a Nelson 
builder, Mr John Scot t) and Mr 
Gaukrodger remained as licensee 
while two more sons, James (1870) 
and George (1872) were born. Then, in 
1873 the family was farewelled from 
the Foxhill district by a gathering of 
some 40 prominent residents including 
the local Member of Parliament. The 
function was hosted by Mr Jervis, the 
new landlord of the Foxhill Inn. 

It was noted in the news report that 
John had been proprietor and resident 
at Foxhill for more than ten years: ‘Mr 
Gaukrodger, you occupy this evening 
a very distinguished and enviable 
position; a position a man can only 
attain to who has lived a considerable 
time in a particular district, must be 
well-known among his neighbours, 
and what is more, his conduct must be 
generally appreciated; this is the proud 
position you occupy this evening,’ said 
the master of ceremonies for the evening, 
Mr William White.

Mr Gaukrodger is known to have 
then bought property at Allenton, near 

John Gaukrodger (1835-1910) – the 
champion shearer of Australasia.

GRANT MURDOCH 
SHEARING

Kurow 
(Member NZSCA)

Positions available for reliable, 
experienced finewool shearers and 

shedhands for pre-lamb. Mid-July to 
end of October.

 
Great working environment, 

accommodation available, top pay 
rates, meals and transport provided.

For all enquiries call Grant 
on 0274 307 678 

or office 03 4360436
gmurdochshearing@xtra.co.nz

We have vacancies for professional 
shearers, shedhands and pressers to 
staff our Ashburton-based shearing run. 
We offer excellent accommodation, 
top pay rates and steady, year-round 
work with busy main-shear and pre-
lamb runs.

Phone: Office 03 302 7541; 
Grant Smith 0272 413  010 
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Ashburton and resided there for several years, during which the 
eventual family of eight boys was completed with the arrival 
of Arthur (1875), Ross (1877) and Fred (1880). 

In June 1880 John regained the licence for the premises at 
Foxhill (on the retirement of Mr Jervis) and he and his family 
returned there to live. Unfortunately, his wife Ann became ill 
soon after and eventually succumbed to ‘A long and painful 
illness borne with Christian fortitude’, on 17 September 1884, 
aged 39 years. (As the mother of eight boys, she had spent six 
of her 20 years married pregnant!)

Five of the boys (David, Frank, James, George, and Ross) 
spent most, if not all of their adult lives in Australia, while 
Charles, Fred and Arthur remained in the Nelson area. David 
was at one time manager at Alice Downs Station (where 
Jackie Howe set his world record in 1893) and later became a 
‘prominent Queensland pastoralist and a noted ornithologist. 
James and George owned a large butchery/abbatoir business 
in Sydney; Frank was a coach builder in Sydney and Ross 
settled in Queensland for some years before returning to 
Foxhill. Arthur suffered a tragic death in a tandem horse and 
trap accident at Foxhill in 1903. Charles settled in Hawkes 
Bay and Fred followed his father into the ‘pub trade’, being 
proprietor of the Waitapu Hotel, Takaka.

On his return to Foxhill in 1880, John again became immersed 
in supporting a long list of community organisations. He was 
a long-time member of the Society for Prevention of Cruelty 
to Animals; served on the committee of the A&P Association 
(and was a ‘horse judge’); the Foxhill cemetery board; the 
Wai-iti Domain Board; was on the Board of Directors for the 
Nelson Freezing Company; Patron/President of the Athletic 
& Cycling Club; the Wai-iti Literary Society; the Waimea 
Cricket Association; the Wakefield Farmers’ Union and the 
Nelson Chamber of Commerce.

John remained proprietor at Foxhill until about 1900, when 
it was leased out to a Mr Joseph Hyde. (And it burned down 
again in 1906!). He lived in retirement for the last ten years of 
his life, quite a lengthy period of which was spent enduring 
‘A long and trying illness’ (of unknown nature).

According to the Nelson Evening Mail (30 May 1910) the 
funeral took place at Brightwater, where he was interred at St 
Paul’s Church. ‘Some time ago Mr Gaukrodger was stricken 
with a severe illness, and grave doubts were entertained as to 
his recovery. However, possessed of a strong constitution and 
indomitable spirit, he pulled through, and was well enough to 
come into town,

‘On his return to Foxhill a little over a month ago, Mr 
Gaukrodger was again taken seriously ill, and never rose from 

The Foxhill residence of John Gaukrodger, with the man himself 
(we presume!) at right, with a couple of his beloved animals.

his bed, passing peacefully away as stated. The funeral was a 
very large and representative one, the cortege being upwards of 
half a mile in length, showing conclusively the universal respect 
in which the deceased was held. …Mr Gaukrodger’s well-known 
figure will be greatly missed.’ 

Among the reported tributes to Mr Gaukrodger was one in 
relation to his RSPCA connections: ‘His advice to the latter body 
on all matters pertaining to the welfare of dumb animals was 
valued and appreciated.’ Clearly, this former ‘shearing champion 
of Australasia’ retained his shearer’s instinct to the end.

There was also a rather quirky obituary printed by New 
Zealand Truth, on 11 June 1910: “The sheep shearing 
champion of Australasia, who bore the unusual moniker of 
John Gaukrodger, is dead in the Nelson district. So many 
people born in the year of Halley’s Comet die in the same year 
seventy-five years later. Originating in Britain he came to 
New Zealand and hunted Captain Cook’s pigs in 1843, then 
put in fourteen years in the Commonwealth, where he put up a 
shearing record of 222 animals in eight hours, which held good 
till quite recent times. Returned to New Zealand and lived in 
South Canterbury and Nelson. Sleepy Hollow district saw him 
for thirty years, the greater part of which were spent in hosting 
it at the Foxhill Hotel.”
NB: This account revises an original story published in Top 
Class Wool Cutters. (Des Williams, 1996.)
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Shearing industry career choices

• All year round steady work available 
stretching between Otago, Southland and Northland

• Opportunities to upskill
• Top pay rates, good accommodation in town, quality food 

• Permanent staff wanted to service our run
027 630 9081 • Msg us on facebook 

www.dmshearing.co.nz

DION MORRELL 
SHEARINGSHEARING

OTAGO/SOUTHLAND
PH 03 449 3360  •  dmshearing@xtra.co.nz

By Gabriela Schmidt-Morrell
You may have been wool handling, pressing or shearing for 
a few years and are feeling a bit like same old same old? 
Your body may be starting to hurt a bit much as your hair 
grows grey? 

Now you are wondering, where to from here? Leaving 
the industry seems like a waste of an acquired skill. All 
our friends and family may be involved in the industry and 
you quite possibly could not imagine a life without this life 
style and your people around you. You feel like this is where 
you belong. So why not continue your learning and growth 
withing the industry.
1)  Become an all-rounder, especially if you are still young.  
Learn to press, pen-up, wool handle, crutch, shear, cook, 
grade wool. If you become reasonably handy at all these 
skills, you are making yourself extremely attractive to any 
shearing contractor and are able to get work any time of the 
year. Take courses, ask for help from the best you know for 
each skill. Talk to your employer about wanting to learn. 
2)  Become a finewool shearer: Start as a crossbred shearer, 
then learn how to shear half breds, quarter breds and merinos. 
With those skills you can shear anywhere in the world, 
traveling and earning all at the same time.
3) Make your job your competitive sport: Enter the 
competition shearing or wool handling circuit. Learn the 
game by moving around the country and become well-known 
within the industry. This will create fun, give you goals and 
focus, get you out of your comfort zone, improve your skill 
level and speed. The more you improve, the higher your 
income will be. Surround yourself with like-minded people 
to continue the learning.
4)  Become an instructor: Learn how to pass your skill on 
to others. Analyse your work, and how best to teach others. 
This will increase your own skill also, as you break down 
and think about your work patterns. 
5)  Become a wool classer or more. Learn how to grade, 
become, and register as a wool classer. Opportunities to be 
a wool buyer or wool adviser could present themselves. You 
may get interested in doing some courses along those lines 
at an agricultural college.

6)  Commit to one shearing business over a few years, 
become more involved and move into a managerial role or 
become a part owner of the business.
7)  Become a shearing contractor: Commit to an area, do 
a business course, and buy an existing shearing contracting 
business.
8)  Find smarter ways to work: If you just love what you 
do and change does not tickle your fancy at all, then increase 
your technical skills. Learn how to work smarter rather than 
harder. Keep yourself fit and healthy to support your body 
long term. 

We all can be successful. You are successful when you 
reach your personal goals.  Be reliable, have an open mind 
for learning, stay away from addiction to any substance, 
have a full license.

Talk to as many different people as you can, ask questions, 
read widely, do courses, save money, work hard, try again, 
make a plan. Say yes to opportunities, be courageous. 
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50 Years for the National Circuit

Palmer Bros Shearing
Southland

We’re looking for keen and reliable people 
for our busy Main Shear, Dec-April: 

Shearers, Shedhands, Pressers
Top pay rates, transport and food supplied.

Phone Corey on 0273 265 542
coreypalmer@y7mail.com

By Jills Angus Burney
Golden Shears 2022 will host the fiftieth anniversary of 
the National Shearing Circuit in March 2022. The National 
Shearing Circuit is a prestigious competition celebrating 
excellence in the skill of shearing.  Pitting the top shearers 
against each other based on versatility, the circuit is second 
only to the Golden Shears Open Championship in terms of 
competitive shearing prestige.

The event has been dominated over the past fifty years 
by thirty-one wins to South Island all-rounders, from South 
Canterbury shearers Adrian Cox and Kevin Walsh in the late 
1970s and variously Colin King, Edsel and Darin Forde, and 
Tony Coster as multiple winners, to 2020 winner Top of the 
South, Angus Moore in 2020.   Nine of the National Circuit 
Championships went to Sir David Fagan in his stellar career 
of over 650 Open titles.  Leon Samuels of Invercargill is the 
current National All Breeds Champion.

The McSkimming Memorial Triple Crown final was added 
to the Golden Shears programme in 1973, and in various 
sponsorship guises with Caltex and DB Breweries, has become 
the unofficial New Zealand multi-wools or all-breeds national 
championship. Currently known as the PGG Wrightson 
National Circuit, it is shorn in five qualifying stages in which 
points are accrued for shearing fine-woolled merino sheep, 
full-woolled strongwool sheep, medium-woolled Corriedales, 
lambs and second-shear sheep. 

Shearers compete for points over five rounds, starting at the 
NZ Merino Championships in Alexandra in October with the 
fine wool section; moving a week later to full wool hoggets 
in Waimate; the Corriedales in Christchurch Royal Show in 
November; then lambs at the Rangitikei Shears on Waitangi 
Day; and concluding in Pahiatua later in February 2022 with 
second shear ewes. Based on points earned through those five 
rounds, the circuit final is fought out in Masterton by the top 
12 shearers on the eve of the Golden Shears.  In the final, six 
competitors shear three of each type.

National Shearing Circuit chair Warren White says it is 
immensely satisfying to have the event under way again after 
last year’s covid disruption.  The 2021 event was concluded 
by agreement of the Golden Shears, when the final rounds 
of the 2021 Circuit at Pahiatua event in late February was 
Covid-cancelled.  Golden Shears provided the NZ Shearing 
Championships the National Circuit finewoolled sheep for the 
composite final held in Te Kuiti a few weeks later in late April.

Shearing Sports NZ recently announced that PGG Wrightson 

have renewed its sponsorship of the National Shearing Circuit.  
PGG Wrightson has sponsored the National Shearing Circuit 
for the past 18 years, and has recently renewed its sponsorship 
for the next three years 

Continuing its relationship with the event that began in 
2003, under the current arrangement PGG Wrightson is co-
sponsoring with animal health product manufacturer Nexan, 
meaning the event will be titled the PGG Wrightson Vetmed 
National Shearing Circuit.

Top: Two judges (Joanne Mead and Richard Waddell) keeping 
their eyes on Ringakaha Paewai while (Above) John Kirkpatrick 
has no one. Action from the National Circuit final at Te Kuiti in 
April. (Yeah nah, we cropped the judge out of Johnny’s photo!)
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Trish & Cath – ‘Goldies’ stalwarts
By Jills Angus Burney
With New Zealand hosting the International Working Group 
(IWG) 8th World Conference on Women in Sport conference 
in May 2022, the spotlight focuses on the contribution of 
women in sports leadership. Alongside the big names, like 
Raewyn Castle now at the helm of Sport New Zealand sit many 
lesser-known names of administrators well out of the spotlight.

In Shearing Sports, two Golden Shears administrators stand 
out on the milestones that they have contributed to the legend 
that is the Goldies. Current Vice-President and twenty years 
an executive member, Trish Stevens and Cath Thompson 
(nee Hodgkins) celebrate not only thirty years’ service to the 
Golden Shears Committee, but in 1991 were the first women 
ever to be on the then thirty-year old committee!

Something of a boys club up until then, from its roots in the 
once male only Young Farmer’s Clubs, neither woman believe 
the selection process for the standing committee membership 
of twenty-six deliberately overlooked women, they say before 
them the committee just didn’t get around to inviting women, 
wives or partners to their meetings. 

Under President Gavin Tankersley, a second generation of 
Golden Shears administrators all joined the committee around 
the late 1980s and early 1990s. Among them Steven’s partner 
and future three-term World Council President, Greg Herrick 
of Carterton  who had employed Thompson as a learner 
shearer from the mid-1980s.

‘Gavin and Greg were looking for a new look – to refresh 
the image of the Goldies,’ agree Cath and Trish in a recent 
interview for Shearing Magazine.  

‘Both Trish and I had shared administrator duties at the 
Carterton Show, held at the Clareville Showgrounds each 
Spring. We took entries and did the draws, all the points and 
prizegiving – all manual back in those days,’ Thompson says 
ruefully. ‘We were roped into the Golden Shears Committee 
on the back of our YFC and Carterton show experience, and 
on the Committee before we knew it.’

Both women came from a background in farming and 
shearing.  Stevens grew up in the Manawatu, the daughter of 
Halcolme shearer, Bill Murray and often did woolhandling 
in her holidays while at Feilding Agricultural High School.  

Thompson’s father, Murray Hodgkins, supplied sheep to 
the Goldies from his Mt Bruce flock.  She learnt to shear at a 
New Zealand Wool Board course at Taratahi, then shore and 
competed on the shearing circuit for seven years, proudly 
making the semi-finals of the Golden Shears Intermediate 
before she retired to become a public servant in Wellington.

Through their association with Herrick, Graeme Hutchby 
and Barry Colquhoun, the two women were co-opted onto 
the committee with the express purpose of updating the 
presentation ceremonies. They did this and more, creating and 
coordinating a classy Cabaret evening for the Friday night, 
and ensuring that each of the prizegivings were presentable 
and functional.

‘We have done years of ribbons, towels and singlets, front 
of shop and souvenirs; we wrote the cheques for the prizes; 
rounded up the silverware and counted the trophies,’ said 
Thompson, laughing that they were put out to pasture from 
the presentations ceremony about five years ago  by the kindly 
suggestion of a Scotsman that they were becoming a bit long 
in the tooth and younger presenters should be recruited.

(To page 38)

Above: ‘Blue ribbon for second place ... did we get that right, 
Cath? And this yellow one is for ...’ Cath Thompson and Trish 
Stevens on duty at Golden Shears presentations time.

Above: ‘Ribbons are in presentation order, prize money is in 
the envelopes, trophies are all present and correct ...’ Trish 
Stevens and Cath Thompson find time to relax and enjoy the 
special occasion that is Golden Shears – ‘Goldies’.
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Benefits include:
• Support from experienced industry professionals
• Save time by entering tally sheet data only once
• Pay employees and produce payslips
• Invoice clients and track payments against accounts
• Produce PAYE, employee earnings reports and GST on receipts 

reports
• Integrates with MYOB IMS Payroll and Accounting applications

To discuss how we can help, call Liz on:
Mobile 021 749 963 
Phone 07 838 1961
Email liz@payrollplusltd.co.nz

To discuss how we can help, 
call us on: Phone 07 838 1961
Email: admin@payrollplusltd.co.nz

Top: From Masterton’s stage to the Olympic world stage in eight years – Sarah 
Goss/Hirini (and her ‘Sevens Sisters’). Above: The last stage – Edsel, Glenn and 
Michelle Forde, shearing the last sheep in the old Ruakura woolshed before it gets 
demolished to make way for more essential ‘infrastructure’ like roads and motorways. 
July 2021. (Tim Hales photo.)

(From page 37)
Stevens, who works with Thompson in 

Wellington, deflects kudos for much of the 
professional look and finished product that 
is now livestreamed to more than 80,000 
viewers when the Goldies are held. 

Leaving aside the support from their 
partners and families, and an employer 
that allows both of them to take annual 
leave each year in late February for the 
Goldies, they agree it is the volunteer 
base of more than 120 that makes 
it happen, as well as the cautious 
adaptability and longevity that carries 
both these women back each year.

‘We’ve had lots of fun over the years, 
made some real balls-ups and rescued 
situations that the public never see,’ 
says Thompson, laughing again while 
recalling a few lids dropping off trophies 
or the wrong trophies to the wrong 
competitor. She got to impersonate 
Helen Clark in a rare political skit on 
stage one year, and survived an intense 
lesson in bee-keeping from Sir Ed 
Hillary another year. 

Nowadays Thompson is more of the 
stalwart that guides and directs the 
younger presenters they rope in year by 
year, but nothing would keep her away 
from what she describes as the pinnacle 
of shearing shows.  

Meanwhile, Stevens may have been 
the first woman on the committee but 
she quietly (mostly) beavers away on 
the administrative detail she is famous 
for, marking her milestone thirtieth 
year accelerating and coordinating 
preparation for the next Goldies.

November 1974
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Made in New Zealand

silver 
fern 

shearing 
gear 

stands 
the test 
of time

Check out our new 
hybrid shearing Jean

Our David Unaipon story at page 22 
mentions his possible link with the 
Moffat-Virtue handpiece. In that context, 
we present this item as being of historical 
interest. Taken from Papers Past: New 
Zealand Mail, 9 June 1893. Graphic: 
The Ringers Review, April 2010.
The number of machines in use for sheep 
shearing has within the last few months 
been increased by the addition of the 
Moffat-Virtue machine, the invention 
of Mr WW Virtue, engineer, of Sydney, 
assisted by Mr. J Moffat.

To the casual observer the Moffat-
Virtue machine in general appearance 
resembles those with which we are 
already familiar; but closer examination 
reveals several differences in which 
the claimed superiority of the newer 
appliance lies. A few leading characteristics are – 

first, the design of the overhead gear. 
This is of the usual bevel gear friction 
type; very simple, strong, and rigid. 
The rotary motion of the smaller bevel 
or coned wheel of the headgear is 
transmitted to the shear by a steel shaft 
or spindle running on suitable bearings 
inside a steel tube or case.

The requisite freedom of movement 
for working the shear is acquired 
by making the steel spindle, with 
its enclosing casing, in two links or 
sections, with universal joints. The 
longer section is coupled to the headgear 
by a joint and attachment which allow a 
moderate swing to the dependent shaft. 

To the lower end of this the shorter 
section shaft is attached by a joint 
which in its functions and position 
may be compared to the human elbow, 
taking the headgear joint to represent 
the shoulder.

The machine, or shear, is coupled to 
the end of the lower sectional shaft by 
a joint which serves it much as the play 
of the wrist serves the hand. By the 
employment of solid steel shafting for 
the purpose of transmitting motion, the 
power developed is not wasted in undue 
friction with attendant heating and wear.

The chief features of the shear itself 
are the method by which the motion is 
communicated to the cutter bar and the 
system of tension. In the former a square 
block of steel replaces the ball used in 
other forms of the machine, by which a 
large wearing surface is secured, with 
consequent addition to the ‘life’ of that part.

The tension, or pressure of the cutter 

New from Moffat-Virtue (1893!)

against the comb, upon which good 
shearing greatly depends, is regulated by 
a screw with milled head which operates 
by raising a loose block on which the rear 
end of the cutter bar rests and so applies 
the tension at a point, which, being the 
center of the vibrating motion, is in itself 
motionless, so that friction is reduced to 
a minimum.

In other patterns of the sheep shearing 
machine the tension is applied to the 
cutter-bar directly over the fork, or point 
of greatest motion, with consequent 
access [excess?] of friction. 

The effect of the Moffat-Virtue 
improvements is to greatly reduce 
friction in all parts, and in this material 
assistance is derived from the lubricating 
arrangements, which are simple, 
retentive, and very effective. 

A trial was given on Monday in the 
Union Mortgage Company’s store, 
Elizabeth Street [Sydney], in the 
presence of a number of interested 
persons, and although the shearers 
operating the machine had never seen it 
before, the work done was sufficient to 
show that the claims of the patentees are 
not made without justification. 

In this instance the machinery was 
run by hand power, a disadvantage 
which was added to by the fact that 
the sheep were a rough lot of wethers, 
very short in the wool. There was no 
objectionable heating of the machine, 
in fact the increase of temperature was 
barely perceptible. The seven sheep 
were shorn with one machine, and one 
comb and cutter. The exhibition trial was 
conducted by Mr EG Braddon.
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Mike Henderson: Thanks, that man in the mirror!
By Des Williams
Mike Henderson admits to being something of a troubled youth 
while growing up, but his family background meant he was 
destined to work in the shearing sheds. Sheep shearing was in 
the family – his father, Gordon Henderson and Uncles Bryce 
and Willie were shearers in the Feilding area.

He says his father was leading a typical shearer’s life during 
Mike’s early childhood. ‘He was here, there and everywhere. I 
still loved my Dad but he wasn’t much of the ‘father figure’ that 
a young guy needed at that time of my life. From that personal 
experience of my own I have in later years developed my own 
mission of trying to provide a better example and better way 
of life for my own family.

‘We left Feilding when I was about five and after three years 
in other places we had settled at Kaiwaka, between Warkworth 
and Whangarei, about 10km north of Auckland. I wasn’t a great 
student at school and wanted to leave early so I could become 
a shearer. My Dad was trying to insist that I get some sort of 
education before leaving but he knew I would just keep playing 
up, so I left school at 15, as soon as I was able to.’

After leaving school, Mike decided to go down South 
looking for work and there he ran into his father at the Gore 
Pie cart, having not seen him for about three years. 

‘He asked me what I was doing, and I said not very much so 
he suggested I come out shearing with him. So, that’s where it 
all started for me. It was 1977 and I was just 18. Then I went 
back home to Kaiwaka after that first trip and the following 
season I went South again, this time working for George Potae 
at Milton. While I was there Kathy and her cousins turned up to 
work for the season and I guess meeting Kathy there changed 
my life completely. We eventually got married, returned to 
Kaiwaka and started our own family. 

‘I was always just a good solid shed shearer, I wasn’t 
interested in the shows or anything, though I did always pride 
myself in putting well-shorn sheep out the porthole. I started 
out contracting in 2000 when I took over Dave Muir’s run – 
he had gone down to Taihape and taken over Utiku Shearing, 
with Rei Rangiawha. 

‘Then I realised I didn’t want to have to go to Australia every 
year to shear, as I had been doing, or go down south for pre-
lamb, and so Kathy and I bought the local fish and chip shop 
at Kaiwaka. That gave me some useful business management 
experience.

‘I was still following my own father’s footsteps there for a 
while and it wasn’t until my own boys wanted to shear that that 
I realised that was not what I wanted to be and that there had 
to be a better way than what I was doing. I set about changing 
my life around.

‘Then about 1998 or 1999 young Matthew Smith came and 
started working for us. Although just a youngster, he was right 
into his show shearing, made no secret of the fact he wanted 
to win Golden Shears and be the best in the world, and he got 
us all interested in following along that line.

‘I was still shearing myself at the time so I thought, maybe 
I could improve my own skills a bit. Matt proved to be an 
influence on how I wanted my kids to grow up. Then he decided 
he needed more work than we could offer him – more sheep, 
more working days, etc., so he went off to work for other 
contractors and got that experience. But he had set his target 
and eventually achieved it and I am so proud of him, and not 
just because he started with us.

‘We were running three gangs at that time. Then my son 
Whetu decided he wanted to be a shearer because he wasn’t 
doing very well at school. I told him he needed to get an 
education first before being a shearer. But he just said no, he 
would continue playing up if he had to stay at school. (History 
repeating itself!)

‘So, he left school at 15, about the same age I had done. I 
took him to Australia with me in 2003 and after two and a 
half months work over there he came back with $25,000 in 
his pocket. My oldest boy Tane hated shearing at that stage, 
but when he saw the amount of money Whetu had made he 
asked me to teach him to shear! They both got stuck in to shed 
and show shearing. Whetu made five finals in the 2003/04 
season, including a fourth at Golden Shears and Tane was 
third at Kumeu.

Above: Mike Henderson and grandson Hamuera at the New 
Zealand championships, Te Kuiti, 2021. Hamuera finished 
fifth in the junior final.
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‘The following year they both had successful seasons at 
the competitions. Tane won five junior finals, was fourth at 
Golden Shears and third at the New Zealand championships, 
while Whetu won four events and was fourth at New Zealand 
championships. 

‘In 2005/2006 my youngest son Toa joined his brothers in 
the sheds and on the competition circuit and all three had 
excellent results. Toa made 13 junior finals including Golden 
Shears and New Zealand championships and won the Northern 
Shears title. Tane shore in the intermediates and also made 13 
finals and won the New Zealand intermediate final at Te Kuiti.

‘Toa shore as an intermediate in 2006/2007, won eight finals 
and achieved number one spot on the Shearing Sports New 
Zealand (SSNZ) national rankings. Tane and Whetu were 
both in the senior grade, both made eight finals and both were 
ranked in the SSNZ top 10 for the season.

‘Perhaps the highlight of all that lower grade competitive 
shearing came at Golden Shears in 2008 when Tane won the 
senior title and Toa was runner-up to him and they were ranked 
one and two by SSNZ at the end of the season. Whetu by then 
had dropped out of shearing because of a knee injury received 
at rugby. I was living in Australia at the time, but I came home 
to watch them both at Masterton and they made me so proud. 

‘I had moved to Western Australia in 2007 (?) and spent the 
next 12 years in Perth. I shore sheep for the first eight months, 
going north to shear for Mike Crowther ? and I also went down 
to Kojunup and shore for Steve Potaka-Osborne.

‘Then I got a job as operations manager at a Perth scrap 
yard. There were a few Maori boys on the staff and the owner 
thought I would be a good manager for them. It was the third 
biggest scrap company in Australia, but when the Global 
Financial Crisis came along the company went belly up and 
I was out of a job.

‘Then Whetu and I decided to set up our own scrapyard 
business. With the fish shop ownership behind me, I had 
enough business sense to make it work. I had a motorbike 
that I sold to buy a truck and the business went from strength 
to strength. Tane and Toa helped out before they headed back 
to New Zealand and Tama Nahona, my son-in-law [daughter 
Kamira’s partner], also helped out. 

‘We were doing okay with the business, but then I got cancer 
and had to undergo chemo and radiation treatment and ended 
up having a hip and femur replacement. That sort of made 
up our minds that it was time to return to New Zealand and 
Kaiwaka. Tane and Whetu gave up shearing and formed their 

own tree-planting and landscaping business, known as The 
Green Team Kaiwaka Ltd. Toa carried on with his shearing. 

‘The old run we used to have at Kaiwaka had petty much 
fallen to pieces, but Toa got a couple of sheds back and asked 
me if I would lend a hand. He was also keen to do the shows 
again so I said I would do all the organising and he could do 
all the shearing. Tama Nahona and Wellsford youngster Jayden 
Mainland also shear with Toa and together they do the shows 
and are all about improving their lifestyles. 

‘Three years ago, Toa was all lined up to have a go at the 
merino shearing record in Western Australia, where he had 
been working for Steve Potaka-Osborne. He was ready to go, 
shearing really well and practising hard, but then, just before 
Christmas in 2019 he lost his 18-month-old son, Tahi, in a 
driveway accident at Mataura. That just tore him to pieces 
and of course he lost all interest in the record.

‘Then last year (February 2020) he went to the North Kaipara 
show at Paparoa and won there. He went to Aria and made that 
final. Then I suggested we go down to Golden Shears, but he 
said he wasn’t interested in doing that. I told him I had already 
arranged to take my grandson Hamuera (Whetu’s boy) down 
for a shear and he should come with us, and finally he agreed. 
Actually, I hadn’t made any arrangements at all to that point 
so I had to get on the computer and make the entries, arrange 
accommodation and all the rest!

Above: Golden Shears intermediate finalists 2006, from left: 
Punga Mullins, Jonathan Mason, Jason Wardlaw, Bevan Holm, 
Paul Lewis and Tane Henderson.

Above: Brothers Toa and Tane Henderson, top two seniors at 
Golden Shears 2008. 

Above: Whetu Henderson, intermediate champion at Kumeu 
in 2005, with commentator Phil O’Shaughnessy.
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‘Toa shore quite well, made the top 30 but I think he made the 
mistake of listening to too many people with well-intentioned 
advice, instead of using his own judgement in things. So, he 
was disappointed with that effort and set himself to do better 
at the New Zealand championships. Then that was cancelled 
because of the Covid 19 lock-down and he had to shift his 
focus to this 2020/2021 season.

‘Toa went down to Gisborne in October for the first show 
of the season. He won the Poverty Bay open and Hamuera 
was second in the junior final. That pumped him up and he 
continued to make finals and do well – he also won at Apiti 
and was third at Taumarunui, and then of course Golden 
Shears was cancelled and so here we are at the New Zealand 
championships, hoping to do well. 

‘Tane and Whetu run their native tree planting contract 
business now – Whetu still does the odd bit of shearing just to 
keep his hand in, as they say. The Green Team also employs 
troubled young guys that have their problems and the work is 
helping them turn their lives around. 

Above: Toa Henderson (holding son, Tehaeata) with partner 
Phoebe (that’s baby Tewhainga under the blanket) at the New 
Zealand championships, Te Kuiti, 2021.

Above: Junior finalists at the New Zealand championships, 
Te Kuiti, 2021. From left: Dean Williamson (Farmers Weekly, 
sponsor); Reuben King, Keahrey Manson, Henry Stewart, 
Timo Hicks, Hamuera Henderson, Rob Evans.

‘The boys are non-drinkers – they’ve been around long 
enough now to realise that alcohol is a huge curse in any family 
these days and especially so in the shearing industry.

‘I try and promote the concept of alcohol-free families. I’m 
not against young guys having a beer in moderation but we 
don’t have it on the job or around the quarters. If they want to 
drink they can go away and do it in their own time, in their 
own space.

‘Looking back, one of the things that made me change my 
own attitude to that way life was the old Michael Jackson song 
about taking a hard look at the man in the mirror. If you don’t 
change anything, nothing will change. 

‘You have to lead by example. I heard it said many years ago 
that if you can achieve nothing else in your life but be a better 
father to your children than your own father was to you, then 
you’ve achieved everything.

‘I’m proud to say that has happened – my boys are better 
fathers to their young kids than I was to mine. I really like to 
promote that idea in our industry because there is so much 
talent out there and yet so much of it is wasted.’

Postscript: Toa Henderson made the open semifinals at the 
2021 New Zealand championships in Te Kuiti and finished 
fifth in the open plate. Hamuera Henderson finished fifth in 
the Junior final. 

Proud to support N.Z. Shearing Magazine

We require staff July-October and January-May
Accommodation, travel and meals provided

Good attitude towards work and our clients essential
Reliable work and weather patterns in Central Otago

Employment Agreement based on NZSCA
Work under NZSCA ‘SHEARNZ’ programme

All enquiries welcomed. Contact Peter or Elsie
Tel 03 448 6378 Fax 03 448 9201

Email: elsie@peterlyonshearing.co.nz

mailto:elsie@peterlyonshearing.co.nz
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DAVIS SHEARING 
CONTRACTING

Covering Otago, Southland and further afield 
from our bases at Gore, Milton and Balclutha

Shearers and shedhands - we provide excellent 
accommodation and living conditions, clean 

sheep, great sheds, steady work.

We focus on providing top quality shearing and 
wool preparation service for our many clients in 
a competitive but relaxed working atmosphere

Farmers - we have the crew to meet your needs - 
when you want it, how you want it.

Ring Jason - tel 03 418 0824.  
E-mail shara.jason@xtra.co.nz

Flashback to Golden Shears 2010: Top left: Edwin Perry, 
Colin King and Graham Clegg; Above: Phil O’Shaughnessy 
and George Graham (Ireland), commentators. Top right 
descending: Dave Carr and Max Endacott; Motu Tua and 
Brian McDonnell; Mavis Mullins, Rt. Hon Sir Anand and Lady 
Satyanand, and Laurie Keats; Aroha Potae and Tia Potae.

mailto:shara.jason@xtra.co.nz
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Meet the team at Shebiz

Kirkpatrick Shearing is looking for quality shearers, 
wool handlers & pressman for our busy main shear 
season – mid-November to approx end of February 
and our second shear season – mid-May to end of 
July, in the Gisborne Region.

Must be reliable and have a good attitude towards 
mahi, fellow workers and clients. Must have own 
accommodation. All enquiries welcomed.
06 867 5552; 0274 348 241 (Ian); 0276 543 345 (Beth)

ianbeth@xtra.co.nz

I’m Jenny Scott and I come from a Southland farming back-
ground. Bill and I enjoyed a sheep and beef and cashmere goat 
farm at Pukerau. When GST arrived in 1987, we purchased a five-
megabyte hard drive computer to help fulfil our GST obligations. 
I attended night classes and completed correspondence courses to 
learn how to use and repair computers. I also completed a ‘Farm 
and Station Bookkeeping’ course. 

In 1990 I opened a computer sales shop in Gore where I 
sold, fixed and taught computer science, employing five staff 
members. At that time, our local stock agent decided to buy 
and sell livestock on his own behalf rather than work for a large 
livestock company. He asked me if I would produce a software 
package for him which would spit out debtor invoices, seller 
credit notes, reports, costings, history and cashbook from a 
single entry of a sale! Wow, a big ask ! 

That package is called ‘Livestock Office’ and is still a large 
part of the Shebiz resume today, albeit a very modern version 
of the original. During the years between 1985 to 2000, I 
attended most of the larger shearing competitions being held in 
New Zealand. I forged some lifelong friendships with judges, 
contractors, shearers and especially woolhandlers from all 
over the country. Because shearing sheep involves many many 
unique issues when it comes to paying wages, the usual “off the 
shelf” software packages simply do not cover all the intricacies 
of the industry. Back in 1992 we thought the uniqueness was 
huge, with draws, accommodation, IRD taxes and non-taxes 
etc. We were dreaming compared to now!

I was approached to have a go at creating a payroll program 
specifically for the shearing industry. Our initial package 
‘Payshr’ was used by a large number of contractors throughout 
New Zealand, both large and small enterprises. 

During those pre-internet years, Bill and I bought a house 
bus and toured the country at least twice a year to personally 

say hello to all of our clients and provide help when necessary. 
I always loved seeing our clients at the annual Shearing 
Contractors Association Conference and Shebiz continues to 
attend conference for that personal contact. 

In 2007, Jacqui, my youngest daughter, joined me and 
she controlled the Bureau we had established; doing wages 
and invoices for contractors who did not own a computer or 
were unable to use a computer for one reason or another. We 
continue to provide this service for our Contractor clients. 

In 2010, Lisa, my middle daughter, joined Shebiz as the 
‘inhouse programmer’. She was home from England with 
extensive experience in computing and programming for the 
medical sector. The perfect solution to that age old succession 
problem. She totally re-wrote the payroll package for shearing 
contractors and this was released in 2014 with a new name 
‘PAYBIZ’. Paybiz has continued to grow and expand. 

Leonie, my eldest daughter, joined the Shebiz team in 2012 
as the promotions and advertising expert, having completed 
a marketing degree at Otago University. She has trained 
lots of our clients since 2012 and no doubt you all enjoy her 
Newsletters full of news, tips and information. 

Every year we release new modules or enhancements to 
Paybiz, which keep it totally up to speed with any changes or 
Government regulations that continue to hit us year after year. 

Some of those enhancements have been: 
• 2012 SHEBIZ wins Rural Women Award for our 

Agricultural Software 
• 2014 Brand new PAYBIZ Shearing Payroll & Accounting 

is launched 
• 2014 Lisa of SHEBIZ establishes “Code Club” in 

Cromwell for 5 to 8 yr olds. 
• 2015 PAYBIZ expands to Australia 
• 2015 EBiz remote tally sheet entry is launched – New 

Zealand and Australia 
• 2016 Health and Safety Module is developed and 

integrated into PAYBIZ 
• 2016 SHEBIZ showcases PAYBIZ at National Fieldays, 

Hamilton 
• 2018 SHEBIZ became a certified Member of the NZPPA 

– NZ Payroll Practitioners 
• 2018 Health & Safety module added to eBiz – PAYBIZ 

mobile data entry 
• 2019 PAYBIZ became NZ Payday Filing capable - NZ 
• 2019 PAYBIZ received ATO Certification for single touch 

Payroll - Australia 

Above: The Shebiz team: Leonie, Lisa, Jacqui, Dave and Jenny.
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• 2019 STP integrated into PAYBIZ - Australia 
• 2020 Integrated Job Planning calendar added to PAYBIZ 
• 2020 SHEBIZ Software Packages registered with New 

Zealand Made. 
• 2021 SHEBIZ interviewed on Radio New Zealand – check 

the link on our Facebook page 
So, from my very humble beginnings 30 years ago, Shebiz 

not only has an enormous following in New Zealand, but has 
in the last few years, expanded to Australia, with many clients 
across Australia. Each year, at least two of the Shebiz staff 
attend conferences in both East and West Australia and we 
share their highs and lows as well as the multiple Government 
changes, just as we do here in New Zealand. 

With the recent Covid environment, travel plans have been 
on a rollercoaster, but distance doesn’t matter these days. Most 
of the training is done on-line using ‘TeamViewer’ and ‘Zoom’. 
With smart phone technology, shearers tallies can be entered 
via the phone before leaving the shed (presuming internet 
coverage) and these go directly onto the computer back at the 
office. Soon, the office girl will be looking for things to do! 

The 2020 Lockdown proved a very busy time for Shebiz. 
It took the Government some time to deem shearing was an 
essential service and contractors wanted to retain their staff 
etc. However, once the decision was ‘yes’, it was all go. With 
the backlog of sheep shearing to catch up with and the wage 
subsidy issues, times were stressful. These are the times when 
Shebiz go above and beyond to help clients through unknown 
and unfamiliar regulations. And no doubt, issues will continue 
in the years to come. 

Shearing contractors and their office personnel are all very 
special to the Shebiz team and we strive to provide the very 
best, quickest and friendliest support to every one of you. Our 
office administrator, Dave, is often the first voice you hear at 
the end of phone. Dave has been part of the Shebiz team for 
over five years now and he provides help and support. He 
annually takes a trip in New Zealand or Australia to visit clients 
and regularly holds mini training seminars for interested past 
and future clients. 

Shebiz continues to grow and provide the very best 
specialised Shearing Payroll and Accounts software. We are 
proud to be one of the very few second-generation technology 
companies in New Zealand. Lisa, Leonie, Jacqui and Dave are 
there to share their experience with you. 

Follow us on Facebook for latest news and pics – https://
www.facebook.com/ShebizLtd

Above: Lisa, Leonie and Dave on a visit to Lindis Downs, 
Tarras, with Mouse O’Neill Shearing, August 2021.

Top: Former New Zealand Wool Board shearing instructor 
Trevor Wallace Oliver died at his home in Whangamata 
on 14 August 2021, aged 78 years. He had been bravely 
battling melanoma cancer for some time. Trevor is pictured 
demonstrating sound techniques to an attentive audience at a 
learners’ course staged on Motutapu Island many years ago 
by the Manukau Institute of Technology. Former NZ Wool 
Board Field Director Robin Kidd (Napier) described Trevor 
as ‘a very good instructor and a professional educator as 
well, which was a big help as we navigated the treacherous 
waters of government funding. He was also a real gentleman.’ 
Rest in Peace, Trevor.
Above: Trevor (right) presenting a successful learner shearer 
with his certificate at the end of the Motutapu course. (And 
what became of the learner shearer? Rumour has it he shore 
a few sheep after the course before pursuing a career as a 
keyboard warrior.)
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Phone Colin on 022 183 2200
or 06 879 5553

www.shearingnz.co.nz

Like to come shearing in the 
sunny Hawkes Bay? 

We have jobs available from mid-
May to end of September and 
mid-October through to March for 
seasonal  staff. 

If you’d like to move here  to live 
we have permanent positions 
available for the right people. All 
you need is a good work ethic and 
your gear.

Accommodation available. 

Sponsor, North Island Woolhandling Circuit

By John Forman
Former Alexandra-based fine wool 
shearer Jim Keenan is probably best 
known as the man who shore in ten 
New Zealand merino Shears open finals 
before finally winning the coveted ribbon 
in 1986. In other words, he’s the man who 
never gave up. (He made the final again 
in 1987, just for good measure!)

Now 80-years-of-age and ‘retired’ to 
Picton, Jim has his heart set on achieving 
an even more meritorious goal – he’s 
about to set out on a series of 22 bike 
rides equalling more than the length 
of New Zealand to raise money and 
awarenes for the Fragile X Trust and 
Rare Disorders New Zealand.

Jim will start his rides in the Waikato, 
where he picks up his support rider, nephew 
Peter Forman, on Saturday 11 September 
2021, and plans to ride victorious into 
his hometown of Picton on Thursday 28 
October. That’s a total of 39 riding days 
plus a few well-earned rest days.

Apart from those many years as a 
competitor, Jim was also president of 
the New Zealand Fine Wool Shearing 
Society for several years in the 1980s and 
manager of the New Zealand shearing 
team competing against Australia at 
Euroa, Victoria, in 1983. They lost that 
‘away match’ but Jim is proud to say that 
in the return match at Masterton, ‘we 
thrashed them!’ 

Jim represented New Zealand in 
South Africa in 1987 and won the 
open machine championship as well 

as teaming with Tony Dobbs, the New 
Zealand blade champion, to shear a test 
match against their top team which Jim 
and Tony won.

After retiring from shearing in the 
late 1980s, Jim spent nearly 30 years 
scanning sheep in winter and tending 
to bowling greens and golf courses in 
summer, but with occasional shearing 
work from time to time. He hasn’t let 
his 80 years slow him down. He still has 
a part-time role as a school caretaker. 

Now he’s off on a 2345-kilometre 
ride over 39 days, in honour of his three 
grandchildren who are affected by 
Fragile X syndrome, and to raise funds 
for the groups that support Fragile X 
families and other rare disorders.

Fragile X Syndrome (FXS)  is the 
leading inherited genetic cause of 
intellectual disability worldwide and the 
most common single gene cause of autism. 
It often impacts multiple family members 
and is intergenerational. Characteristics 
of FXS include mild to severe learning 
difficulties, high anxiety and autistic-like 
behaviour, speech and communication 
challenges and sensory sensitivities.

Unknown to Jim until his grand-
children were diagnosed, he inherited 
changes in his X chromosome from 
his mother, and passed the changes 
on to his daughters. As the CGG 
repeats in the gene can increase over 
the generations, the number of repeats 
reached a critical threshold in three of 
his 14 grandchildren.

Jim has described initial feelings of 
guilt at being the source of the genetic 
inheritance. That’s a common reaction 
for family members who pass on genetic 
changes. His 22 great rides is a chance 
to do something positive about the 
situation and help the groups who help 
the families affected by Fragile X and 
other rare disorders. His fundraising 
will go 75% to Fragile X NZ and 25% 
to Rare Disorders NZ.

FXNZ supports those affected by 
Fragile X through a toll-free support 
line, a website and social media sites, 
and run family gatherings, education 
workshops and a Fragile X clinic. See 
more at: www.fragilex.org.nz

Rare Disorders New Zealand 
works with Fragile X NZ and other 
“rare” groups to represent the voice 
of rare disorders to government and 
our health, disability, welfare and 
education agencies. See more at: www.
raredisorders.org.nz 

You can donate to Jim Keenan’s cause 
at givealittle.co.nz/fundraiser/jim-
keenans-22-great-rides 

* * * * * *
As noted above, Jim’s schedule of rides 
includes 11 rides in the North Island 
between 11 September and 4 October, 
totalling 1067 kilometres, and 11 rides 
in the South Island from 8 to 28 October, 
totalling 1278 kilometres. (To page 49)

Jim Keenan – rider with a cause

Above: Jim Keenan, 80-year-old, long 
distance, fund-raising bike rider.

All year round work available for 
experienced and reliable shearers 

and shedhands who can ensure we 
provide a quality service  

to our clients.

We offer good quality 
accommodation, meals and vehicles 

to travel to work.

ACC tertiary accreditation & member 
NZ Shearing Contractors’ Association.

Enquiries to Pip on
03 693 8087 or 027 432 6932
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This is not a strict north to south journey that Jim and his 
team have chosen, but rather one to make full use of the many 
cycle trails that have been developed by different regions over 
recent years. Jim will start his ride at Ngaruawahia and follow 
the Waikato River trail generally south-east to Atiamuri before 
heading north again to Matamata, Te Aroha, Waihi and across 
to Paeroa and Kaiaua. Then he will head north to take in some 
rides around Kaikohe and the Far North.

Then it’s south again to take in the Timber Trail through 
Pureora Forest Park down the Western Bays of Lake Taupo, 
then across to Mount Ruapehu, Turoa Skifield, Horopito, 
Pipiriki before completing the North Island segment via 
Hawkes Bay, Wellington and Wairarapa Trails, finishing 
with a 61-kilometre ride from Maymorn to Ocean Beach on 
28 September. Jim then travels south, starting on 8 October 
to take in the Clutha Gold Trail, Roxburgh Gorge Trail, 
Queenstown and the Great Ride from Mossburn to Kingston 
and from Queenstown to Arrowtown before venturing onto 
the Otago Rail Trail.

Then, on 16 October, he moves up to tackle the Alps to Ocean 
course through Tekapo, Otematata and down through Kurow 
to Oamaru. On 21 October he will be doing a 64km stint on 
the St James Walkway (down hill with prevailing wind, the 
course notes explain!

He will spend a couple of days on the West Coast Widerness 
Trail before turning his sights homewards to Picton via 
Greymouth, Kaiteriteri, Motueka, Nelson and Kenepuru 
Sound via the Queen Charlotte track to Picton Lookout.

That’s some mission. If you feel inclined to ride a few km 
with Jim along the way, we can provide itinerary details.

Top: Like Jim Keenan, Samson Te Whata was a familiar face 
in New Zealand Merino Shears finals for many years, with the 
two sharing the board in 1981, 1983 and 1985, each of which 
Samson won. Above: Michelle Anderson/Harrex, pictured 
in 1989 during the first of her four finals appearances at 
Alexandra’s Molyneux Stadium.
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59th New Zealand Merino 
Shearing and Woolhandling 
Championships

Molyneux Stadium, Alexandra, 
Fri/Sat 1-2 October 2021
• Open shearing EF $73.00, TPV $5750.00
• PGG VETMED National Circuit Round 1 EF $63.00
• Senior shearing EF $63.00, TPV $3000.00
• Open woolhandling EF 63.00, TPV $2850.00
• Senior woolhandling EF $58.00, TPV $1650.00
• Junior woolhandling EF $53.00, TPV $1450.00
• Novice woolhandling EF $33.00, TPV $500.00
• NZ Merino teams (2 shearers, 2 woolhandlers any 

grade, EF $73.00, TPV $2600.00
• Cover comb used in all events
• Reporting time 30 minutes before all events
All entries by 24 September 2021 
Enter on-line via the Facebook page, NZ Merino Shearing 
Alexandra.
Enquiries: email: nzmerinoshearing@gmail.com

Celebrating 60 Fine (wool) years
Open Shearing Champions 
1962-2020
1962 Murray McSkimming
1963 Ian Kneen
1964 Ian Kneen
1965 Ian Rutherford
1966 Murray McSkimming
1967 Ian Rutherford
1968 Brian Quinn
1969 Ian Rutherford
1970 Brian Quinn
1971 Ken Pike
1972 Don Morrison
1973 Don Morrison
1974 Ken Pike
1975 Don Morrison
1976 Don Morrison
1977 Percy Barrett
1978 Brian Quinn
1979 Brian Quinn
1980 Samson Te Whata
1981 Samson Te Whata
1982 Samson Te Whata
1983 Alan Donaldson
1984 Adrian Cox
1985 Samson Te Whata
1986 Jim Keenan
1987 Mana Te Whata
1988 Mana Te Whata

New Zealand Merino Shears, Alexandra, 1962-2021

1989 Mana Te Whata
1990 Mana Te Whata
1991 Ian Wratten
1992 Barry Taylor
1993 Mana Te Whata
1994 Chris Hancock
1995 Mana Te Whata
1996 Dion Morrell
1997 Dion Morrell
1998 Barry Taylor
1999 Darin Forde
2000 Grant Smith
2001 Darin Forde
2002 Dion Morrell
2003 Barry Taylor
2004 Grant Smith
2005 Ken Fergusson
2006 Nathan Stratford
2007 Joe Paewai
2008 James Fagan
2009 Nathan Stratford
2010 Damien Boyle
2011 Damien Boyle
2012 Damien Boyle
2013 Damien Boyle
2014 Damien Boyle
2015 Damien Boyle

2016 Nathan Stratford
2017 Damien Boyle
2018 Nathan Stratford
2019 Damien Boyle
2020 Not held (Covid-19)

Open Woolhandling 
champions 1977-2020
1977 Pauline Dudley
1978 Pauline Dudley
1979 Graeme Bell
1980 Marie Hancock
1981 Graeme Bell
1982 Abraham Smith
1983 Lorraine Foster
1984 Dianne Phillips
1985 Dianne Phillips
1986 Dianne Phillips
1987 Patrick Shelford
1988 Gina Nathana
1989 Raelene Howes
1990 Raelene Howes
1991 Raelene Howes
1992 Gina Nathan
1993 Raelene Howes
1994 Joanne Kumeroa

1995 Joanne Kumeroa
1996 Joanne Kumeroa
1997 Gina Nathan
1998 Joanne Kumeroa
1999 Tina Rimene
2000 Joanne Kumeroa
2001 Gina Nathan
2002 Sharon Lawton
2003 Sharon Lawton
2004 Tina Rimene
2005 Tina Rimene
2006 Taiwha Nelson
2007 Joanne Kumeroa
2008 George Hawkins
2009 Tina Rimene
2010 Taiwha Nelson
2011 Joanne Kumeroa
2012 Joel Henare
2013 Amy-Lee Ruki
2014 Joel Henare
2015 Pagan Rimene
2016 Pagan Karauria
2017 Joel Henare
2018 Pagan Karauria
2019 Pagan Karauria
2020 Not held (Covid-19)

Above: Two all-time greats of fine wool shearing and 
woolhandling: Joanne Kumeroa (RIP) and Dion Morrell, 
pictured in 1997. Joanne won the open woolhandling title 
seven times from  twelve appearances between 1994 and 2011. 
Dion appeared in 11 finals between 1996 and 2019, winning 
the championship at his first two attempts and again in 2002.
Joanne died in April 2015 after a three-year battle with cancer. 
Apart from her success at Alexandra, she won the world 
championship in 2003 (Scotland) and 2005 (Australia); Golden 
Shears six times and the New Zealand open six times. And Dion 
Morrell? Watch this space, he may not be finished yet! 
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We require staff for our busy summer mainshear from 
December through ‘til April and for our pre-lamb June 

through ‘til August. Good work ethics and attitude towards 
our clients and fellow staff are essential. 

Travel and meals provided.

All enquiries welcomed to 
office@mcconachieshearing.co.nz

Mike Maguire 0274 336 477 or Jamie 027 336 4007

Member NZ Shearing Contractors’ Association
Member ShearNZ

Above: Shearing and woolhandling Royalty at Alexandra, 2011. Back left: Barry Taylor, Brian Quinn, Murray McSkimming (RIP), 
Norm Sanson (RIP), Ian Kneen, Alan Donaldson, Ian Rutherford, Ken Pike, Jim Keenan, Dion Morrell, Darin Forde. Middle left: 
Percy Barrett, Mana Te Whata, James Fagan. Front left: Pauline Pike, Graeme Bell, Dianne Bracken, Raelene McConachie, 
Joanne Kumeroa (RIP), Taiwha Nelson, Grant Smith, Damien Boyle.

Things looking a bit Grey? Where to get help 
Mental Health line 1737 (open 24/7)
Lifeline (open 24/7) – 0800 543 354 (0800 LIFELINE) 
Depression Helpline (open 24/7) – 0800 111 757 
Healthline (open 24/7) – 0800 611 116 
Samaritans (open 24/7) – 0800 726 666 
Suicide Crisis Helpline (open 24/7) – 0508 828 865 (0508 
TAUTOKO). This is a service for people who may be 
thinking about suicide, or those who are concerned about 
family or friends. 
Youthline (open 24/7) – 0800 376 633. You can also text 
234 for free between 8am and midnight, or email talk@
youthline.co.nz 
0800 WHATSUP children’s helpline – phone 0800 9428 
787 between 1pm and 10pm on weekdays and from 3pm 
to 10pm on weekends. Online chat is available from 7pm 
to 10pm every day at www.whatsup.co.nz. 
Kidsline (open 24/7) – 0800 543 754. This service is for 
children aged 5 to 18. Those who ring between 4pm and 
9pm on weekdays will speak to a Kidsline buddy. These 
are specially trained teenage telephone counsellors. 
Your local Rural Support Trust – 0800 787 254 (0800 
RURAL HELP) 
Alcohol Drug Helpline (open 24/7) – 0800 787 797. You 
can also text 8691 for free. 

For further information, contact the Mental Health 
Foundation’s free Resource and Information Service (09 
623 4812). 

mailto:office@mcconachieshearing.co.nz
mailto:talk@youthline.co.nz
mailto:talk@youthline.co.nz
www.whatsup.co.nz
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Winners, grinners and beginners from the past 30 years 
at the New Zealand Finewool Championships, Alexandra.
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By Des Williams and Ross Ancell
If you’ve been any sort of student of shearing history over the 
past 30-odd years, and you now saw the words ‘Toko’ and 
‘shearing’ together, you could be excused for immediately 
thinking of Paul Avery. That (former) Waiwiri Road farmer 
compiled a decent competition record in his time – twice 
Golden Shears champion, three times New Zealand champion, 
plus a world individual title in 2008 and a couple of world teams 
crowns, with Sir David Fagan in 1998 and John Kirkpatrick in 
2008. Not to forget a couple of ‘700s’ in the sheds.

Well, it seems there was a district precedent for the young 
Mr Avery to follow, evidence the item below, published in the 
Gisborne Herald on 23 December 1946.

Naturally, Shearing magazine sent the inquisitive editor off 
in search of  a bigger story. We caught up with Ross Ancell, 
a son of the shearer now domiciled in England, who provides 
the following information:

‘James Douglas ‘Doug’ Ancell was born in Taranaki 
on 23 March 1924. His parents, Jack (known as ‘JJ’) and 
Margaret (Peg) farmed at Gordon Road, Toko [ just a few km 
as the kereru flies from the Avery farm] and that land was 
subsequently farmed by JJ’s youngest son Bruce, and then by 
his son, my cousin, Alan. The farm was sold last year, ending 
some 100 years of ownership in the Ancell family. 

 ‘Doug left school at a young age during the Great Depression 
(or Slump as they called it) and became a drover, and then a 
shearer. He told a great story of when he drove a herd of boner 
cows (he was taking them to Waitara freezing works) through 
the Toko pub a few days after the publican had refused to serve 

him for being under age. He also talked of riding home during 
the nights (I guess from Waitara to Toko) in order to get an 
early start for the next day’s droving job.

 ‘The Wolseley handpiece (pictured below) is Doug’s 
handpiece, chromed and mounted since it is a reminder of the 
hard work which contributed greatly to his success in later life. 
The handpiece was given to Dad in 1939, by a soldier departing 
for WW2. Tragically, the soldier was killed in action and so 
never returned. Unfortunately, I don’t think I ever knew his 
name, but have a vague recollection that the surname might 
have been Tanner, from the Toko/Douglas area?

 ‘Doug tried to enlist, aged 17-18-years-of-age but was told 
that New Zealand needed shearers (and wool for uniforms) and 
so he remained at home, shearing throughout the war. He did 
his Army training, and was on final pre-embarkation leave in 
1945 when WW2 ended.

 ‘Whilst he shore in Taranaki, I guess from 1939-1947/8, I 
also know that he went to Gisborne for a season or two. We 
had relations called Craill (Mrs Alice Craill was JJ Ancell’s 
sister and I think another sister was also married to a farmer 
in the Tolaga Bay area. Doug went there with a cousin, I 
think when he was 19 or 20-years-old. Maybe that is why the 
Taranaki record is reported in the Gisborne paper?  Tututawa 
also strikes a note, since Dad often mentioned spending his 
21st birthday working at the top of the Tututawa Hill, letting 
out sheep at the dog trials. 

‘Doug played rugby for Stratford and Toko clubs, winning 
representative honours with Taranaki, including challenging 
Otago for the Ranfurly Shield in 1949 and playing against the 
touring British Isles team in 1950. He was also in the 1947 
North Island team, and the final All Black trial in 1949, but I 
understand he broke his elbow. 

Toko’s first tally man ...

Above: Three Ancell brothers, Bruce, Hugh and Doug prior 
to Hugh’s departure overseas.
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He married Una Lobb of Stratford in 1949 and transferred 
with Newton King to Awakino as a stock agent, before 
becoming stock manager for Newton King in the Waikato, 
moving to Hamilton in 1956. Throughout their time in 
Awakino, Dad shore weekends and holidays for extra money, 
and farmed on some leased land and bought/sold cattle on his 
own behalf. My mother also helped, working as a fleeco during 
those early years of their marriage.

‘In Hamilton, he was Newton King’s stock department 
manager and head auctioneer. Whilst in Hamilton he bought 
a farm on the Paekaka Road, south of PioPio, just off SH3. 
Riverlea Farms had been leased Maori land that had largely 
reverted back to bush and scrub, and it was duly broken in, 
fenced, intensively stocked and managed, etc., and became a 
top farm. Eventually, Riverlea Farms, 1025 acres, was selling 
c2500 fat lambs and finishing 800-1000 beef cattle annually. 
The lambs always went to the Thos. Borthwick freezing works 
in Waitara, and the lamb draft was led for Borthwicks by great 
industry characters, Baldy Yarndley and subsequently  Peter 
Grieve. That was always the best day of our year, as youngsters 
up very early, mustering, the draft, then crutching the ewes 
and weaned lambs that didn’t get away to the works. 

‘Initially, Doug paid the farm staff from his Newton King 
wages, and for many years in the 1960s and early-1970s our 
family went to the farm every weekend and for school holidays. 
Dad, my brother Graeme and I worked on the farm, effectively 
providing extra labour. The shearing of the Riverlea ewes, 
always bought as 4-tooth maidens from Lagoon Hills Station 
in Wairarapa, was done by contractors. 

‘One gang of interesting guys was led by “Chappie”, who 
was the son of an Auckland Surgeon, Dr Chapman-Smith. 
Chappie’s gang used to shear in Australia or England and 
Wales for part of the year. The other gang who share in the late-
1960s were two brothers who farmed in the Piopio area, Neil 
and John (I can’t be certain of the surname, maybe Davies?). 
Riverlea had a three-stand woolshed. 

 ‘My brother reminded me that after the Riverlea lamb 
draft, always in the first week of December, Dad would then 
buy 2-3000 Perindale store lambs for fattening, shearing 
them in late January. Graeme recalls John Fagan, shearing a 
huge number of these lambs, at a world record level, around 
1979/1980. He was there and says it was incredible to watch, 
absolute minimum number of blows and each lamb down the 
shute in seconds!

‘From Newton King, Dad worked for Wright Stephenson 
& Co from 1962 to 1971, after which he went out on his own. 
Initially he worked with Ted Wooten, and as Ancell & Wooten 
(and then alone) they advised a group of 40-50 finishing-type 
farms in the Waikato and King Country. Their proposition 
was that Dad and Ted knew the markets intimately, and 
would source the store cattle (and store lambs) in Hawkes 
Bay, Gisborne and Wairarapa (mostly in fact from Hawkes 
Bay, often at Stortford Lodge sales).

‘Often this would take advantage of dry periods on the East 
Coast, bringing stock to the wetter Waikato and King Country. 
He was perhaps the single most active buyer of store stock from 
these areas, from 1970s through to mid/late-1990s. 

‘After Dad passed away in 2004, Stortford Lodge had two 
minutes silence in his memory. In addition to buying store 
stock, he held relationships with various freezing works and 
meat companies, procuring finished cattle for their local (and 
export) needs. Riverlea was of course one of the finishing 
farms in this business model. 

 ‘Riverlea Farms was sold in 1991, although Dad continued 
to work as an independent, along the lines described above, 
right up until he died. A motto of his was, ‘You never want to 
be poor when you get old’, hence he kept working albeit scaled 
down, including roles as Umpire for stock valuations on farm 
sales or for estate valuation purposes.

‘Doug and Una’s other passion was Thoroughbred Horse 
Racing, and they had many good horses over the years, including 
Mum’s Limitless (won 11 races, incl 1987 Brisbane Cup Gr1), 
Dad’s Double Take (New Zealand Cup 1995 and 4th in that 
year’s Melbourne Cup), Run for Cover, Coverless, etc. Una bred 
Twinkling, a daughter of Limitless (five wins) which I raced. In 
their later years they loved travelling to Australia racing their 
horses, and they took Double Take to race in the Hong Kong 
International invitation race in 1995. They also visited their sons 
overseas, me in England and Graeme in Australia.

‘Mum passed in November 2002, and Dad in March 2004, 
just short of his 80th birthday. He had a wonderful and 
enormously successful life. I guess you could say, a success 
built upon hard work in rural New Zealand, starting with 
droving and shearing in his teens.’

Top: Doug Ancell (circled) in the 1947 North Island Rugby 
team that defeated South Island 13-11 at Invercargill. Above: 
Rob Cleland, Doug Ancell and Len Caskey at Cleland’s 
woolshed, Gordon Road, Toko, c1942.
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Thirty years on the job (one day a year!)
By Randy Helms
It all started thirty plus years ago with 
one question, ‘How long are you going to 
shear for me?’ I was the new kid on the 
block taking over the job from someone 
that had been there every year for the 
previous twenty.

I answered without hesitation and with 
full confidence, ‘Jim, as long as you own 
sheep I’ll shear for you.’ It seemed like 
the right answer considering my loyalty 
to clients, his likability, the no nonsense 
approach to the question and the fact that 
I was thirty and he was sixty plus.

The farm is only a few miles off the 
main hi-way running North and South 
on the Oregon coast. But once you are 
there it has the feel of being nowhere  
near civilization. It is steep rugged 
country, void of trees. The fences are 
tight woven wire with posts of anything 
and everything to keep the predators 
at bay. The evidence of long gone Fir 
trees has nearly rotted into the ground 
and well established sheep trails lead in 
every direction. This is far from one of 
my typical shearing jobs.

The morning starts to unfold as the 
neighbors arrive. Not a couple to help out 
but the whole valley shows up. Some to 
keep sheep moving forward, the strong 
ones to catch for me and a brigade of 
wives and daughters preparing a feast. 
Yes, all day long all I had to do was 
shear, stand up and another ewe was 
sitting on her tail in front of me…this 
is not too bad!

That first day was the beginning 
of a friendship and even an indirect 
mentorship in life. What I didn’t realize 
was that more than thirty years later and 

twenty years removed from full time 
shearing I would still be going back for 
ONE DAY A YEAR.

The sheep are not typical for this part 
of the world…in fact they look more like 
they just walked off a hill in Scotland. 
Long tail Cheviots, many of them a cross 
of Border and North Country. Lively, 
wild in fact and strong, very strong.

A former US teammate, Mike 
McWilliam, introduced me to the job 
and over the next few years helped out 
when his schedule allowed. Those times 
became less and less as his logging 
business grew, now I needed to invite 
others to come and have some fun. For 
someone accustomed to nice, quiet, 
crossbreds, these little devils would very 
quickly expose any flaws in position.

Throw a little sand (some years a lot) 
into the equation and inevitably the 
question would arise, ‘Randy, what in 
the h*ll have you got me into?’ … It is 
a question of mindset isn’t it? Are these 
the best shearing sheep? Far from it. Do 
you end up with a few bruises? Almost 
every time. Because of the long tails 
(uncommon here) they are awkward to 
get around and do they chew through 
the gear? Absolutely on both accounts.

Is it painful when the brain says ‘I’ve 
got this’ and I haven’t touched a sheep 
in 364 days? You have no idea!! But is 
it worth it, to shake the hand of a man 
that has been through it all and is sharper 
than most one-third his age. And to 
listen to the history that he, at ninety-
three, has personally been through. 

BARROWCLIFFE 
SHEARING

Fancy work in the King Country, 
Nov-Feb and May-July periods? 
Have you got:
• Good work ethic?
• Positive attitude?
• Respect for fellow employees 

and clients?
• Ability to have fun?
• Training available.

Call Mark on 0275 544 433
Member NZSCA and ShearNZ

mjbarrow@xtra.co.nz

Considering the two previous sentences, 
the price of admission is pretty low. I 
look forward to the next time I get the 
privilege to shake Jim’s hand and shear 
his sheep. It truly is the ONE DAY A 
YEAR I look forward to even though my 
sanity surely is in question the next day, 

A side note…Mike McWilliam, long 
time friend, great shearing partner and is 
the reason we moved from California to 
Oregon, passed away from the scourge 
of Alzheimers. He is sorely missed.

Since I wrote this, Jim Larsen has 
decided to hang it up. Faced with a 
health issue earlier this year he hasn’t 
completely recovered from, he sold 
everything. A true legend!

Top: Jim Larsen, a true Oregon legend, and (above) some of his ‘little devils’.
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By Bernie Walker
Ian ‘Boof’ Bateman, formerly of Bollon in Southwest 
Queensland, and more recently of Toowoomba, has sadly 
passed away suddenly at the relatively young age of 69 on 
25th February 2021.  An icon and a legendary figure, Ian cast 
a huge shadow over the industry in Queensland as a tough 
top-line shearer, then contractor, and, in more recent years, a 
trainer and instructor.

Ian was raised at Jandowae, on the Western Downs of 
Queensland, 65K north of Dalby.  When he began shearing, 
Bollon, between St George and Cunnamulla, became his base, 
but he shore an extensive run of sheds from Queensland down 
to Tasmania.  He claimed to have rung the first shed he shore 
in, ‘Bindibango’, 30K north of Bollon.  The true story I wrote 
about this feat appeared in ‘Shearing’ in April 2012.  This was 
just one of the endless stories (mostly true) Ian could tell from 
a lifetime in the industry.  He was a wonderful raconteur and 
entertainer, and even had a mate called ‘Pea Rifle’ because he 
wasn’t big enough to be a gun, although he was.

Everyone who met Ian soon realised he called a spade a spade 
– there was no room for grey with him, either it was or it wasn’t.  
He was able to analyse any situation and make a decision quickly 
and would sum it up with, ‘The simple fact is….’

Ian and his wife Kath, known as ‘Tupp’, a champion wool 
handler in her own right, were a dedicated team for the wool 
industry in Queensland.  They established Sports Shear in 
Queensland which culminated in the Golden Shears world 
championships at Toowoomba in 2005.  It was Ian’s initiative 
which brought this event to Queensland.

‘Boof’ spent 20 years as a shearing instructor with the 
Australian Wool Corporation and regularly ran the shearing 
schools at the Longreach Pastoral College.  One of his great 
skills was his ability to organise people to get the job done.  He 
could see how important it was to be training and creating the 
next generation of shearers and woolhandlers for the industry.  
Sports Shear was, in ‘Boof’s’ view, an important facet of 
the overall training programme and his encouragement and 
support of competition saw many of his students become first 
class shearers or woolhandlers.

A hard taskmaster, ‘Boof’ often said his aim was to teach 
young people to get out of bed and do a day’s work and develop 
the skills necessary to earn some self-respect as well as that of 
their peers.  In return, he expected honesty, punctuality and a 
willingness to make a ‘fair dinkum’ attempt to ‘have a go’ and 
to learn to be part of a team.  To this end, Ian, Kath and their 
son Laurence pioneered the famous ‘Merriman’ schools on 
‘Merriman’ station at Brewarrina, NSW.  Aimed primarily at 
the local indigenous youth in an effort to teach them the skills 
and confidence to obtain work in the industry, the 13 week 
course also taught them fencing, mustering and even basic 
first aid.  The story I wrote about these schools appeared in 
Shearing in November 2012.

Sadly, Ian was forced to retire from the industry after he 
had the lower half of a leg amputated following complications 
with a broken ankle.  When his great mate Mick Nancarrow 
was asked to deliver the eulogy at Ian’s funeral, he contacted 
me for assistance.  A few nights later I woke up at 1.30am and 
wrote this little tribute to a wonderful mate which Mick used 
to conclude his eulogy.
Ian Bateman played pro Rugby League, but shearing was his 
game.
In the South West and the North West everyone knew his name.
He had a really good work ethic and the skill to do the job.
From his base out there in Bollon he would take on any mob.
For ‘Boof’ was one of the straightest men I have ever met.
His word was his bond and he would not forget.
The great work he did at Brewarrina for the indigenous youth.
He taught them many skills and the importance of the truth.
Ian’s initiative and drive brought the world championships to 
Queensland.
And he was never afraid to back a case or to make a stand.
Old ‘Boof’ was a true mate and you can’t ask for more than that.
And everyone of you here today will know that is ‘the simple fact...’

Passing of a legend – ‘Boof’ Bateman

Pleasant Point, South Canterbury
Quality Shearers, Woolhandlers & pressers wanted 

between the months of January - March & June - October. 
Competitive wage rates  

Call Anthony Frew  0276 148 089
eweneedus@outlook.com

Above: Ian Bateman enjoying a smoko at the Merriman Shed 
(below) where shearing and life skills were passed on to 
Australia’s indigenous youth. (ABC photos)
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By Jane Cooke
With a national shortage of wool 
handlers and pressers, training provider 
WOMOlife is offering two more fully-
funded courses to new entrants and 
beginners. Three-day pressing and 
crutching courses have been developed 
to appeal to those who know nothing 
about the woolshed and want to learn 
the basic skills so they can start work. 

These courses are most likely to 
appeal to school leavers or those 
wanting a complete change of career 
or job. Once a trainee has completed 
a course, WOMOlife will work 
alongside contractors to place them 
into employment.  

WOMOlife is also offering three-day 
beginner shearing and woolhandling 
courses appealing to shepherds, 
farmhands, and woolshed workers 
keen to learn other skills and move into 
different roles in the sheds, creating a 
more diverse and flexible workforce. 
For those willing to learn, there’s great 
opportunity for employment and good 
earnings.

Course Director and co-founder Laura 
Hancock has developed WOMOlife 
courses with an holistic approach. ‘We 
aim for trainees to leave the course with 
an understanding of how their mental and 
physical wellbeing plays a huge part in 
their daily performance and productivity, 
and ultimately the sustainability of their 
career in the woolshed.  

‘The positive response from the 
trainees to this training is inspiring.  Our 
holistic approach to training will also be 
part of the pressing and crutching and 
beginner courses, setting the scene for 
a new culture of ‘rural athletes’ in the 
industry. We’ve also recently partnered 
with GoodYarn to talk more about mental 
health and will be including GoodYarn 
workshops in all our future courses.’ 

WOMOlife trainer Luke Mullins 
supports the inclusion of GoodYarn 
workshops and would like contractors 
to take a more active approach towards 
getting staff the help they need around 
mental health, starting with asking three 
simple words. ‘Are you okay?’

Since April 2021, WOMOlife has 
completed five upskill courses for 
shearers and wool handlers, having 
focused on improving techniques and 
skills to enable them to work more 
efficiently, to look after their minds and 

Justin Bell, WOMOlife’s shearing 
head trainer, completely agrees. ‘In my 
younger days, bullying, violence and 
drugs were once accepted as part of 
the industry, but not anymore. We need 
to act now to create a positive team 
environment in the sheds.’

Courses scheduled for the 3rd and 
10th of September at Tautane Station, 
Herbertville, have been postponed under 
the current lockdown.  Meanwhile, 
until the residential courses can be 
rescheduled, those already enrolled 
on the courses can still benefit from 
watching WOMOlife’s extensive online 
content.

Other courses are set for Gisborne, 
Raetihi, Hunterville, Lawrence and 
Gore, and establishing courses in other 
locations is also planned to meet the 
demand for training.

WOMOlife has 17 t rainers on 
board, hand-picked for their coaching 
and training ability. All trainers are 
extremely passionate, and their values 
are clear; they strive for everybody to 
join together to support and help one 
another to strengthen the industry.

For more information on upcoming 
courses go to alifeinwool.nz 

WOMOlife targets skill shortage

bodies, to understand their finances, to 
communicate and listen and to respect 
themselves and others. Bringing shearers 
and woolhandlers together at a residential 
course creates a strong sense of whānau.  

WOMOl i fe’s  Fa cebook  page 
(facebook.com/womolifenz) is full of 
testimonials from the 80 plus trainees 
that have been through the courses. 
New Zealand Shearing Contractors’ 
Association president Mark Barrowcliffe 
has also received positive feedback. 
‘It is remarkable. The enthusiasm and 
engagement when they return from the 
course is inspiring. We haven’t seen this 
level of response to training before. The 
game changer is the holistic approach 
WOMOlife takes.

‘While learning penning, pressing, 
woolhandling and shearing skills are 
at the core of all our courses, it has 
been incredible to see the connections 
trainees make during each course, 
with honest conversations taking place.  
Not only have physical, mental and 
movement health been discussed, but 
trainees talk openly about both personal 
and industry issues with drugs, alcohol, 
violence, bullying and abuse.  

While the response to these problems 
is improving, it is clear there is a definite 
need for more work to be done industry 
wide, Laura Hancock says. 

Above: Participants in a recent WOMOlife Upskill course at Brancepeth Station, 
Wairarapa. Back left: Simon Robinson, Ashlee Edmonds, Shaun Kohinga. Middle left: 
Jake Donovan, Trent Mcdonald, Maureen Chaffey, Amy Bell, Elma Baker, Audrey 
Rahui-Littlejohn, Luke Paulsen (assistant trainer), Leonora and Dino Smith (trainers) 
,Justin Bell (head trainer). Front left: Zane Munn, Patrick Smailes, Angus Rhodes, Rua 
Samuels, Manahi Kamura, Jacob Sutton, Leroy Pitt. 
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Above: Gun presser Ted Tamainu, photographed on the 
job at Timahanga Station (Taihape-Napier Road) in June. 
Woolclasser Marg Forde sent us the photo. ‘As a classer and 
former woolhandler I can categorically state the flow and 
therefore success of every hour, run and day in any shed 
originates with the presser, and Ted is a bit of a legend for 
his skills and work ethic. He’s been one of Brendan Mahony’s 
main men for years (Brendan agrees with that!) and I have 
also worked with him down south, at Loch Linnhe Station. 
Ted was pumping out huge numbers of bales when I saw him 
at Timahanga, and always with a smile.

Above: Ivan Derek Franklin, aged six years, from Waimarama 
and Porangahau, watching his Mum’s shearing team 
(Hokianga Shearing) putting in the hard yards at Callum 
Sherwood’s property, Hastings. ‘He just can’t wait to be a real 
shearer,’ Amiria Hokianga says. ‘Your time will come and you 
will be ready, Ivan Derek Franklin,’ we says!
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Above: North Canterbury Encouragement team at NZ Champs: Back left: 
Dave Brooker, Ben Forrester, Reuben King. Front: Timo Hicks and Chase 
Rattray. Ben Forrester was sixth in the NZ Shears intermediate final; Reuben 
King won the junior final and Timo Hicks was fourth, while Chase Rattray and 
King combined to win the Intermediate/Junior Development Teams Challenge.

RETURN OF THE CLICHÉ!
I would never judge a book by its cover
No matter how stunning the image may be
It’s what’s between the boards that counts
Flash dust jackets could not hoodwink me 
I won’t be appearing from out of left field
Or arrive unannounced on the public stage
The element of surprise can be overdone
Like wild beasts escaping from their cage 
I won’t depart with tail between my legs
Walking could become just a horrible joke
Unless I had thighs like some rodeo rider
I’d appear to be a most complicated bloke
You’ll never see all of my ducks lined up
Single file waddling on a dangerous road
Tho’ equipped with webbed feet and wings
I’ll make them fly to their riverbank abode
My actions won’t speak louder than words
A non-starter for any flamboyant display
That’s me below the radar, in the back seat
Whenever I can, I let my words hold sway
I would hate to be called poetry in motion
I’m struggling to think of anything worse
Everything moving in complete harmony 
I’d much rather be a page of blank verse!
© desperado 2021. (Inspired by the Tokyo 
Olympic marathon winner Eliud Kipchoge 
of Kenya, described during the television 
race commentary as ‘poetry in motion’.

                        * * * * * *                          

SLOWLY SWEATS THE GUN
‘Long tramps the early shearers made,
Through bitter sun and rain,
Like dying hope their campfires fade,
On every western plain.
When cruel necessity ordained,
They sought uncertain goals,
While constant hardship slowly drained
The fibre from their souls.
Lost comfort silent thought embrace,
As through the bush they roam,
The memories of a woman’s face,
A fading dream of home.
Cool rivers deep where ripples play,
White house and urban lane,
Where Mum will call the kids to say
That Dad’s come home again.
By them no banquets rich are seen,
But damper, junk and crust,
The men that once they might have been,
Have died in sour disgust.
Victims of fortune’s cruel design,
They strive for little won,
‘Neath roofs of corrugated iron
Where slowly sweats the the gun.’
© Keith Garvey, Australia (1922-1999). 

THE AUSTRAL ‘LIGHT’
We were standing by the fireside at the pub one wintry night
Drinking grog and ‘pitching fairies’ while the lengthening hours took flight,
And a stranger there was present, one who seemed quite city-bred –
There was little showed about him to denote him ‘mulga-fed’.
For he wore a four-inch collar, tucked up pants, and boots of tan –
You might take him for a new-chum, or a Sydney city man –
But in spite of cuff or collar, Lord! he gave himself away
When he cut and rubbed a pipe full and had filled his coloured clay.
For he never asked for matches – although in that boozing band
There was more than one man standing with a matchbox in his hand;
And I knew him for a bushman ‘spite his tailor-made attire’.
As I saw him stoop and fossick for a fire-stick from the fire.
And that mode of weed-ignition to my memory brought back
Long nights when nags were hobbled on a far North-western track;
Recalled campfires in the timber, when the stars shone big and bright,
And we learned the matchless virtues of a glowing gidgee light.
And I thought of piney sand-ridges – and somehow I could swear
That this tailor-made johnny had at one time been ‘out there’.
And as he blew the white ash from the tapering, glowing coal,
Faith! my heart went out towards him for a kindred country soul.
(Harry Harbord ‘Breaker’ Morant, 1864-1902)
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Participants in a fund-raising day held at Milton on 31 May 2021 in support of 
James Smaill and whanau. More than 80 shearers, woolhandlers and helpers 
gathered at The Carol woolshed (near Clinton) for the occasion.


